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SUMMARY:
... Over the last decade, the United States has undergone nothing short of a revolution in the availability of high--stakes
gambling. ... By forcing many states to choose between losing revenue to nearby reservation casinos or to casinos in
neighboring states and relaxing their own long--standing prohibitions on gambling, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
of 1988 ("IGRA") catalyzed this recent expansion of casino gambling. ... After tracing the development of the federal
Indian policy that actively encourages tribes to conduct gaming, Part II describes how tribal gaming has catalyzed the
growth of casino gambling both on and off Indian reservations, including in states without reservations. ... Beginning
with the Second Circuit, a series of federal court decisions interpreting IGRA held that "if a state allowed volunteer fire
departments to conduct occasional low--stakes Las Vegas nights, then an Indian tribe in that state could sponsor 24--
hour, high--stakes casino gambling." ... The New York and Connecticut experiences with tribal gaming illustrate how
"the economic competition between states' revenue considerations and Indian casinos often pushes states toward looser
regulation of off--reservation gambling." ...

TEXT:
[*799]

Introduction

Over the last decade, the United States has undergone nothing short of a revolution in the availability of high--stakes
gambling. n1 In 1988, casino gambling was legal only in Nevada and Atlantic City, New Jersey. Barely half of the
American public characterized such high--stakes gambling as an acceptable method of generating public revenue. n2
Whatever the reason -- perhaps the nation's historical moral disdain of gambling or the public's apprehension of the
pernicious social and economic consequences n3 -- for decades casino gambling simply could not grow beyond Nevada
and New Jersey.

Between 1977, when casino gambling began in Atlantic City, and 1988, when Deadwood, South Dakota approved
low--stakes casinos, as many as forty states made repeated attempts to legalize casinos through both legislative action and
public referenda. But not one of those states successfully introduced commercial casino gambling. n4 In 1988, however,
high--stakes casino gambling unexpectedly began to spread across the nation at an unprecedented and explosive rate. n5
[*800] Since that year, casinos have opened both on Indian n6 reservations and in states that long had prohibited high--
stakes gambling.

Within a few years, gambling at casinos had become one of the nation's fastest growing industries n7 and most
popular leisure activities. n8 Now open in some form in twenty--seven states, n9 high--stakes casinos boast more visitors
than the aggregate attendance of all professional and college football games, arena and symphony concerts, and theatrical
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events combined. n10 And, despite casino gambling losses of almost $24 billion in 1996 alone, n11 ninety--two percent
of American adults now agree that casino gambling is an acceptable form of entertainment. n12

How and why did casino gambling -- an activity that had been unique to Nevada and Atlantic City for most of this
century -- spread so rapidly into more than half the nation in less than a decade? For years, many commentators have
explained this recent expansion as part of the broader rise of nationwide gambling over the last three decades. n13 They
suggest that the growth of casino gambling since[*801] 1988 represents the next inevitable stage of an evolutionary
process that began a quarter--century ago when states began to use lotteries and horse racing to revitalize slumping
economies. n14

The theory that emphasizes the use of gambling as a tool of economic development adequately explains the growth
of noncasino gambling at other points in this nation's history. Pressure on revenue--starved states to find novel methods
of raising cash, however, alone cannot account for the recent explosive growth of casino gambling. Instead, as this Note
contends, this recent proliferation more likely resulted from Congress's decision in 1988 to authorize Indian tribes to
conduct high--stakes gambling. By forcing many states to choose between losing revenue to nearby reservation casinos
or to casinos in neighboring states and relaxing their own long--standing prohibitions on gambling, the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act of 1988 ("IGRA") n15 catalyzed this recent expansion of casino gambling. n16

According to the federal judiciary's interpretation, IGRA allows an Indian tribe to conduct any type of gambling
activity that its state permits for any purpose. This authorization to conduct gambling applies even when a state allows a
particular type of gambling activity only for the limited purpose of charitable fundraising. n17 For instance, if a state so
much as allows fire stations or school districts to conduct low--stakes roulette at "Las Vegas" charity nights, then under
IGRA an Indian tribe also can offer roulette on its reservation. n18 The difference is that the tribe can conduct the game
on its own terms, not subject to state regulations limiting charitable gambling activities. n19 In this example, the tribe
could spin a roulette wheel twenty--four[*802] hours a day, seven days a week, even though the state did not intend to
permit high--stakes profit generating gambling when it authorized charitable gambling.

Congress never intended for IGRA to permit high--stakes tribal gaming in all forty--six states that allow some form
of charitable gambling. n20 But that is exactly what happened. Admittedly, the new casinos have not only created
new employment and business opportunities, generated tourism, and revitalized sluggish economies, but they also have
provided new hope for some depressed towns and Indian reservations. n21 Yet despite some examples of fantastic success
with the new casinos, more than two hundred years of American gambling history confirm that legalized gambling,
notwithstanding its short--term benefits, is a high--risk economic policy. n22

The problem that Americans face today is that "we appear not to be learning from our history." n23 Like the legal
gambling activity that swept across the nation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the new casinos of the last decade
generate substantial social, economic, and environmental costs that nongamblers ultimately must pay. n24 Experts long
have cautioned that communities considering casino gambling carefully should weigh the anticipated economic benefits
against the inevitable adverse consequences. n25 Indeed, in 1976,[*803] the only federal commission ever to report
on the state of nationwide gambling advised the federal government to maintain its long--standing policy of leaving to the
states "the primary responsibility for determining what forms of gambling may legally take place within their borders."
n26

In this light, it seems surprising that in 1988 Congress effectively would authorize the introduction of high--stakes
casinos in any of the twenty--six states n27 that then permitted "one--night casino--style charity fund--raisers." n28
Without the extended public debate or critical analysis that usually accompanies such a watershed public policy
development, n29 high--stakes casino gambling then spread into half the nation at an unprecedented pace. n30 By 1994,
a leading professor on gambling economics had cautioned that "the United States faces a problem, the size of which is
only now beginning to be understood. The cause for alarm derives from the enormous costs and consequential social
changes that are foreseen to accompany the spread of casino gambling to all parts of the country." n31

Five years later, as the devastating costs of widespread casino gambling continue to mount, the urgency for the federal
government to contain the growth of high--stakes gambling is growing, especially in states that do not allow commercial
casino gambling but nevertheless must absorb the social and economic costs of tribal gaming. In fact, this growing
uneasiness with the current magnitude of high--stakes gambling recently prompted Congress to commission the first
federal study of the social and economic impact of gambling in more than two decades. n32 Although the distribution of
the report this summer certainly will focus the nation's attention on the effects of high--stakes[*804] casino gambling,
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Congress already faces pressure to revisit its statutory misdeal, which transformed the United States into a gambling
nation.

Against the backdrop of the nation's experience with casino gambling over the last several years, the question that
Congress and legal scholars are debating is no longer whether Congress should clarify and revise IGRA, but rather what
approach to adopt when it does so. In recent years, legal commentators overwhelmingly have asserted the pro--gaming
position that Congress should amend IGRA to protect the future of Indian gaming. n33

In sharp contrast, this Note urges Congress to seize the opportunity that a recent Supreme Court decision has provided
drastically to curtail the broad scope of high--stakes tribal casino gambling that the federal judiciary's broad interpretation
of IGRA currently permits. n34 Congress should resurrect some of the bills of the last several years that sought to restrict
high--stakes tribal casino gambling to those states, such as New Jersey and Nevada, that specifically allow commercial
casino gambling or that affirmatively authorize tribes to engage in these enterprises. n35

To place the recent explosion of high--stakes casino gambling into its historical perspective, Part I of this Note presents
a brief review of the nation's history of legalized gambling. After tracing the development of the federal Indian policy
that actively encourages tribes to conduct gaming, Part II describes how tribal gaming has catalyzed the[*805] growth
of casino gambling both on and off Indian reservations, including in states without reservations. Part III introduces the
undesirable consequences of this gambling boom and explains why those social and economic costs drastically outweigh
any perceived benefits. In Part IV, this Note argues that Congress should use the uncertainty about Indian gaming that a
landmark 1996 Supreme Court decision produced as a springboard to clarify the IGRA's meaning.

This Note concludes by proposing that Congress curtail the scope of Indian gaming to those particular types of
gambling that a state specifically authorizes for general commercial purposes. This proposal incorporates one exception:
communities surrounding a proposed tribal casino would have the option voluntarily to permit the tribe to conduct high--
stakes gaming for profit despite the state's existing prohibition against it.

I Where We Have Been and Where We Are: A Brief Overview of the History of Gambling in the UnitedStates

The history of legal gambling in the United States "is marked by dramatic swings between prohibition and popularity."
n36 During at least three points in this nation's history, lawmakers and their constituents have hailed legal gambling as a
magic elixir to relieve economic pressure. n37 After each of these waves of legalized gambling, n38 extended periods
of prohibition have followed, during which virtually every state has forbidden all forms of gambling for all purposes,
n39 including low--stakes lotteries. n40

The first of these waves of legalized gambling developed in the colonial era and ended with the rise of Jacksonian
morality in the 1830s. n41 The second wave spanned the mid--nineteenth century, when the need to finance post--Civil
War reconstruction projects triggered a brief revival of state--sanctioned lotteries n42 as well as the opening of casinos on
the western frontier and in some large cities. n43 Toward the[*806] late 1800s, the policy pendulum once again swung
away from legalized gambling. n44 By 1910, almost every state had outlawed all forms of gambling. n45 The third
wave of legal gambling first appeared in 1931 when Nevada reintroduced casino gambling. n46 As the nation battled the
Great Depression, twenty other states legalized pari--mutuel n47 wagering on horse and dog races. n48 In addition,
several states legalized charitable bingo and charitable gambling at Las Vegas nights. n49

Despite the limited renaissance of legal gambling during the 1930s and 1940s, this third wave of legal gambling did
not reach high tide until the last third of this century. n50 The first sign of the nationwide erosion of gambling prohibitions
occurred in 1964, the year that New Hampshire introduced the first state--run lottery of the twentieth century. n51 Other
states quickly followed the lead of this small New England state, n52 and by 1983 eighteen states had lotteries. n53
Over the [*807] next ten years, various forms of noncasino legal gambling exploded across the nation. n54 By 1990,
thirty--four states ran lotteries, n55 and forty--eight states -- from the Pacific Northwest to the Bible Belt -- permitted some
combination of lotteries, keno, video poker devices, slot machines, charitable gambling, and pari--mutuel dog and horse
wagering. n56

Curiously, despite this unprecedented revolution in "mild" forms of gambling activity n57 that began in the late
1960s and intensified in the 1970s and 1980s, casino--style gambling still existed only in Nevada and Atlantic City in
1988. n58 This relative paucity of casino gambling as late as 1988 was particularly remarkable because casinos were
typically more profitable than any of the forms of gambling that had spread so rapidly among cash--strapped states during
the previous several years. n59 In fact, when New Jersey voters approved casino gambling in Atlantic City in 1976,
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one expert predicted that by 1990 as many as twenty other states also would have legalized high--stakes casinos. n60
Although several states tried, not one state successfully legalized high--stakes casino gambling through either legislative
action or public referenda between 1976 and November 1988. n61

As late as October 1988, casino gambling still seemed unable to expand into new jurisdictions. In that year, for
example, voters in Detroit overwhelmingly rejected a ballot measure to legalize casinos, despite strong support for the
measure from the city's longtime mayor. n62 By 1990, however, this fourteen--year trend of no casino growth suddenly
and unexpectedly had reversed itself. Between 1988 and 1995, the number of states permitting casino gambling jumped
from two to [*808] twenty--two. n63 Even in Detroit, casinos opened during this nationwide casino boom. n64

Now available in twenty--seven states, n65 casino gambling is one of the nation's fastest growing industries n66 --
with more than 175 million household visits to casinos annually n67 -- and represents the new "national pastime." n68
A comparison of the broad scope of legal gambling today and the publicity surrounding the introduction of the New
Hampshire state lottery thirty years ago suggests that the United States indeed has undergone a revolution in its acceptance
of legal gambling.

II How We Got Here: Plotting the Course of the Recent Casino GamblingExplosion

A. A History of Turbulent Federal--Tribal Relations

Over the last two centuries, federal Indian policy has vacillated between separatism and assimilation. n69 In a seemingly
unending quest for a viable solution to a long history of turbulent relations between the federal government and the tribes,
each new Congress and President has experimented with different approaches to managing the relationship between the
federal government and various tribes. This relationship has been strained since the mid--nineteenth century, when the
government forced the tribes in the east to relocate to unsettled lands west of the Mississippi River. n70 By the mid--
nineteenth century, after non--Indians rapidly had settled undeveloped regions in the[*809] West, the federal government
gradually implemented the reservation system. n71

In the late nineteenth century, Congress tried to assimilate Indians into mainstream America by dividing tribal
reservations into separate parcels and assigning them to individual Indians. n72 In 1889, the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs succinctly expressed the government's objective: "The American Indian is to become the Indian American." n73
By 1934, however, the government had deemed its attempt to assimilate the nation's Indians a failure. n74 Between
1934 and 1958, Congress radically and continuously shifted its approach to tribal--federal relations from a short--lived
commitment policy, to an emphasis on tribal economic self--determination and political autonomy, n75 to a return to its
prior assimilationist policy. n76

In 1958, Congress unofficially abandoned its plan to terminate federal guardianship of Indian tribes, n77 and
President Lyndon Johnson initiated an era of tribal self--determination. n78 In the first of several presidential expressions
of support for tribal self--determination, n79 Johnson stressed the need to provide tribes with a full share of the economic
opportunity and standard of living that other Americans enjoyed. n80 Two years later, President Richard Nixon reiterated
the government's commitment to Indian self--determination:

The time has come to break decisively with the past and to create the conditions for a new era in which the Indian future
is determined by Indian acts and Indian decisions.

...

[*810] ... We have turned from the question of whether the Federal government has a responsibility to Indians to the
question of how that responsibility can best be fulfilled. n81

Despite these presidential assurances, as well as several promising developments on the legislative and judicial fronts,
n82 the plight of the Indians remained precarious through the 1970s. Reservation economies were depressed, n83
unemployment rates among Indians were more than ten times the national average, n84 and sickness and poverty rates
reached alarming levels. n85 Many Indians lived in isolated poverty, and some found shelter in makeshift homes like
huts and automobiles, lacking plumbing, electricity, and heat. n86 Conditions further deteriorated as federal funding to
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tribes continued to dwindle. n87 As the 1980s approached, both the federal government and the tribes still needed to
identify a viable means of tribal economic development. The answer was Indian gaming.

B. The Development of Gaming on Indian Reservations

Although gambling has been a part of tribal culture for centuries, n88 the modern version of commercial Indian gaming
dates back only two decades. n89 Its legal roots lie in Florida, where in 1979 the[*811] Seminole Tribe opened one of
the nation's first high--stakes bingo parlors on its reservation near Fort Lauderdale. n90 Although Florida law prohibited
commercial gambling, it permitted charitable organizations to conduct bingo as a fund--raising activity. n91 Like most
other states that allow charitable gambling, the Florida statute narrowly defines the permissible scope of gambling by
nonprofit organizations. n92 The Seminole Tribe's bingo hall did not even remotely fall within Florida's charitable bingo
exception: not only did the tribe generate a profit and compensate the game operators, but the hall also was open six days
per week and offered jackpots that exceeded the statutory $100 limit. n93

Florida officials threatened to enforce its prohibition on commercial gambling against the Seminole Tribe. n94
Although states generally do not have either criminal or civil jurisdiction over activities on tribal land, n95 Public Law
280 n96 provides Florida and several other states with criminal and limited civil jurisdiction over these activities. n97
In Seminole Tribe v. Butterworth, n98 however, the Fifth Circuit held that Florida, despite its status as a Public Law 280
state, did not have the authority to enforce its commercial gambling ban against the Seminole Tribe's bingo operation.
n99

The Fifth Circuit based its decision to protect tribal bingo on a distinction that the Supreme Court drew between
activities that a state regulates and activities that a state completely prohibits. n100 In Bryan v.[*812] Itasca County,
n101 the Supreme Court held that while Public Law 280 confers state criminal jurisdiction over activities that a state
prohibits altogether, it does not provide general civil regulatory jurisdiction over activities that a state merely regulates.
n102 Noting that the charitable bingo statute at issue did not prohibit bingo altogether but rather "regulate[d it] by imposing
certain limitations to avoid abuses," n103 the Fifth Circuit classified the law as an exercise of Florida's regulatory
authority. The court then concluded that Florida could not enforce its commercial gambling ban on the Seminole Tribe's
reservation. n104

Although it may not have been evident in 1981, the Fifth Circuit's restrictive interpretation of Public Law 280's
grant of criminal jurisdiction in the context of tribal gaming profoundly impacted the future of both legal gambling and
Indian economic self--determination. Seminole Tribe expanded a narrow charitable gambling law into a legal loophole for
high--stakes, profit--generating Indian bingo. Following the Fifth Circuit's lead, at least seven other federal courts upheld
the right of tribes to conduct high--stakes bingo for profit in other states that barred general commercial gambling but
allowed nonprofit organizations to conduct low--stakes charitable bingo. n105 In so doing, the federal judiciary opened
the floodgates to high--stakes tribal bingo in any of the forty--five states that by the mid--1980s had allowed religious,
educational, and fraternal organizations to conduct bingo for charitable fund--raising purposes. n106

To a large extent, tribal bingo spread so rapidly across reservations because the federal government shared with the
tribes an interest in tribal gaming. By rehabilitating reservation economies, gaming held the potential to reduce the tribes'
involuntary but longstanding reliance on federal funding. n107 As early as 1983, President Ronald Reagan endorsed -- at
least indirectly -- tribal gaming as a way of pro[*813] moting Indian self--determination. n108 He pledged to advance
tribal economic self--determination n109 by encouraging tribes to adopt "innovative approaches ... [to] overcome the
legislative and regulatory impediments to economic progress." n110 Reagan declared: "This administration affirms the
right of tribes to determine the best way to meet the needs of their members and to establish and run programs which best
meet those needs." n111

The Department of the Interior implemented Reagan's policy initiative throughout the 1980s by encouraging tribes to
open high--stakes bingo parlors. n112 The Interior Department even provided tribes with grants and guaranteed loans
to help finance the construction of the necessary facilities. n113 As a result, tribal gaming eventually "crept up on the
White establishment so slowly and quietly that it went unnoticed until it had taken hold around the country." n114 By
1986, almost 110 tribes conducted some combination of bingo and card games. n115 Jackpots generating an annual total
of approximately $100 million n116 became the prime source of funding for many tribes. n117 The tribes used the
money to develop education, economic, and health programs n118 that did not exist just a decade earlier.

It did not take long before the tribes faced opposition from state governments that were unwilling to tolerate high--
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stakes tribal gaming. As federal, state, and tribal authorities disagreed over the applicable law that should govern these
operations, n119 the rapid proliferation of sizable Indian gaming operations intensified the need for a nation[*814] wide
regulatory framework for Indian gaming. n120 By 1983, Congress had begun to debate Indian gaming n121 and the
reconciliation of three distinct interests. First, the federal and state governments expressed concern that organized crime
would infiltrate and corrupt tribal gaming operations. n122 Second, the states disliked the idea of unregulated, untaxable
high--stakes gambling within their borders. n123 Third, many tribes not only needed gaming to survive, n124 but they
resented the perceived intrusion of federal or state regulations on their sovereignty. n125

In 1987, the Supreme Court pre--empted the congressional attempt to enact Indian gaming regulations by issuing
a landmark decision that transformed tribal bingo into a billion--dollar high--stakes gaming industry. n126 As Part
II.C discusses in greater detail, the Court declared that tribes may conduct profit--generating gambling free from state
interference in any state that does not prohibit all forms of gambling. n127 The Court ruled that the existence of even a
limited amount of legal gambling in a state -- including a state lottery -- is enough to open the door to high--stakes casino
gambling on Indian reservations.

[*815]

C. Raising the Stakes: Cabazon, IGRA, and the Emergence of a Gambling Nation

Several tribes that experienced the economic benefits of gaming during the mid--1980s unsurprisingly sought to expand
their gaming operations to include games more complex and more profitable than simple bingo. n128 But did the Fifth
Circuit's reasoning in Seminole Tribe also immunize high--stakes casino gambling from the reach of state gambling
prohibitions? In California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, n129 the Supreme Court provided an answer: yes.
The Court held that an Indian tribe may operate any form of gambling for profit, immune from state regulation and
interference, so long as its state permits some form of gambling. n130

Under Cabazon, a state cannot regulate tribal gaming -- even if this gaming lacks the state's approval -- unless the state
prohibits every form of gambling by all entities. n131 In effect, the Court authorized tribes to open profit--generating,
high--stakes casinos in any of the approximately thirty--one states that in 1988 both contained reservations and allowed
some type of gambling, including charitable fund raising or a state lottery. n132 The holding effectively immunized all
forms of tribal gaming from the commercial gambling restrictions of any state that, for instance, so much as permitted the
Rotary Club to hold bingo nights on Saturday evenings.

The Court expressed several reasons for its decision. First, the Court invoked the distinction between prohibitory
and regulatory laws n133 on which the Fifth Circuit had relied in its 1981 decision to insulate tribal bingo from the
reach of Florida's ban on commercial bingo. n134 The Court then ruled that California's charitable gambling statute
was regulatory in nature because it did not prohibit gambling altogether, but permitted nonprofit organizations to sponsor
low--stakes, charitable bingo nights. n135 Second, the Court held that the mere existence of a state lottery meant that
high--stakes casino gam[*816] bling, even in violation of state law, did not offend the state's public policy on legal
gambling. n136 Finally, the Court recognized California's fear that organized crime might infiltrate tribal casinos, but
held that "the congressional goal of Indian self--government, including its 'overriding goal' of encouraging tribal self--
sufficiency and economic development" outweighed the state's concern. n137 The Court observed: "The tribal games
at present provide the sole source of revenues for the operation of the tribal governments and the provision of tribal
services... Self--determination and economic development are not within reach if the Tribes cannot raise revenues and
provide employment for their members." n138

The Cabazon decision had tremendous implications for the future expansion of high--stakes casino gaming both on and
off Indian reservations. Because charitable gambling laws typically place restrictions on stakes, frequency, and use of the
profits, legislators historically have regarded charitable gambling "as a relatively harmless [activity], a means of raising
needed money for worthy causes, not as a form of dangerous gambling" such as high--stakes commercial gambling. n139
As the law stood after Cabazon, however, the charitable gambling laws that many states had enacted as limited exceptions
to their broad bans on commercial gambling n140 threatened to trigger a nationwide explosion of high--stakes, profit--
generating casinos.

Following the Cabazon decision, Congress undoubtedly could have invoked its plenary power over Indian affairs
either to prohibit or curtail tribal gaming or to authorize state governments to enforce their gambling restrictions on
reservations. n141 Given the potential of Indian gaming to stabilize tribal economies and further Indian self--sufficiency,
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n142 however, Congress likely never would have considered[*817] either possibility at the time. In fact, long before the
Court decided Cabazon, both houses of Congress already had begun to draft the current federal regulations that authorize
Indian gaming. n143 In 1988, in reaction to the heightened urgency to address the unregulated nature of Indian gaming
that the Cabazon decision left, n144 Congress rushed to give the states some measure of control.

The result was IGRA, the nation's first regulatory framework for tribal gaming. n145 IGRA not only represented a
break with the federal government's historical deference to states in the area of gambling regulation, n146 but it marked
the first time in U.S. history that the federal government expressly approved of casino gambling. n147 At its heart, IGRA
was a "political compromise" that sought "to protect the same state regulatory interests that the Supreme Court had found
unpersuasive in Cabazon, while still preserving gaming as a means of tribal economic development." n148

IGRA provides the general rule that "Indian tribes have the exclusive right to regulate gaming activity on Indian lands
if the gaming activity is not specifically prohibited by Federal law and is conducted within a State which does not, as a
matter of criminal law and public policy, prohibit such gaming activity." n149 It then divides Indian gaming into three
classes and establishes separate regulatory schemes for each one. n150 Class I and Class II include low--stakes social
games, traditional Indian games, bingo, lotteries, and punch boards. n151 Class III covers all other types of gambling,
including traditional casino games, electronic and video gaming devices, and pari--mutuel horse and dog wagering. n152
Under IGRA, only the tribes control Class I games, n153[*818] both the tribes and the National Indian Gaming
Commission regulate Class II games, n154 and a comprehensive set of regulations governs Class III games. n155 The
remainder of this Note focuses on Class III gaming, which has proven to be the most uncertain, n156 controversial,
n157 and regrettable category of tribal gaming under IGRA. n158

IGRA allows a tribe to conduct Class III gaming in any state "that permits such gaming for any purpose by any
person, organization, or entity." n159 In other words, IGRA authorizes a tribe to operate any type of gambling that its
state permits for any purpose. Before a tribe can spin the roulette wheel or roll the dice, however, IGRA mandates that the
tribes reach agreements, or "compacts," with their respective states that delineate the conditions and regulations for the
Class III gaming operations. n160

The states did not have any role in the regulation of tribal gaming under the Cabazon regime. n161 In exchange for
including the states in the tribal gaming regulatory process, IGRA requires that the states show "good faith" in negotiating
gaming compacts with interested tribes. n162 Anticipating the possibility that states might stonewall a tribe's attempt to
negotiate Class III compacts, IGRA authorizes tribes to sue states that refuse to negotiate in good faith. n163 If a state
has not acted in good faith, then a federal court can order the state to enter a compact within sixty days. n164 If the state
resists the court order, then a court--appointed mediator can select a compact from the parties' proposals, to which the
parties must consent within sixty days. n165 As a last resort, IGRA authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to prescribe
gaming regulations and impose them on the parties. n166

IGRA represents a substantial commitment by the federal government in support of tribal economic self--determination.
Indeed, Con[*819] gress authorized tribal gaming expressly to advance "tribal economic development, self--sufficiency,
and strong tribal governments." n167 Only time would tell whether IGRA would advance those objectives without
creating a host of new problems. n168

D. The Emergence of a New National Pastime: High--Stakes Casino Gambling in the Wake of IGRA

In the decade since Congress enacted IGRA, casino gambling both on and off Indian reservations has increased by
extraordinary proportions. After a string of federal court decisions broadly interpreted the permissible scope of Class III
gaming under IGRA, n169 tribal bingo became a multibillion dollar gaming industry. In 1987, tribal gaming generated
$110 million, n170 or six percent of the total amount that all forms of legal gambling generated nationally. n171 In
1996, estimates placed industry revenues at $5.4 billion, which accounted for approximately five percent of all revenue
that casinos in the United States generated annually. n172 Much to the chagrin of the off--reservation gambling industry,
n173 within two years of its opening, the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe's Foxwoods casino became the most profitable
casino in the Western Hemisphere. n174 With $1 billion in gross reve[*820] nue annually, Foxwoods is also the largest
casino in the world. n175 Under IGRA,

225 tribes in 27 states are operating newly legal gambling establishments on reservation lands. From one bingo hall in
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Florida in 1980, there are now more than 89 casinos and 170 high--stakes bingo operations with more opening almost
every month. Half of the nation's 318 federally recognized tribes with a total of 1.9 million people are trying to get into
gambling. n176

On some reservations tribal gaming indisputably has earned its characterization as the "new buffalo." n177 Tribes have
used revenue that their gaming operations have generated to "support scholarships; construct health clinics, day--care
centers, and teenage runaway and halfway houses; build new schools and hospitals; open hotels, restaurants, gas stations,
and flower shops; fund retirement programs; and invest in hydroelectric plants." n178 For example, the Coeur d'Alene
Tribe's casino in the State of Washington has created jobs for all of its 1490 members. n179 And gaming revenue has
enabled Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe in Minnesota to "build a hospital and a high school, and ... [purchase] a bank that had
once refused to grant it a loan." n180

In New York, economic development resulting from the Oneida Nation's Turning Stone casino has revived the 1100--
member tribe from the brink of extinction. n181 Before the casino opened in 1993, sixty percent of the tribe's members --
many of whom lived on a thirty--two--acre plot in rusted trailer homes -- were unemployed. n182 The Oneida Nation is
now the region's largest employer, n183 and its casino generated an estimated $200 million in revenue and $60 million
in [*821] profits in 1996. n184 The Oneidas have used gambling profits to mobilize a forty--three--member police force,
to purchase a cattle farm, and to finance the construction of a T--shirt printing factory, tribal housing, two hotels, an arena,
a golf course, five gas stations, and community buildings. n185

But this fortune is only half the story: these new jobs, new homes, and new reservation programs have come at a hefty
price. n186 High--stakes tribal gaming has brought an end to nearly a century during which virtually no casino gambling
existed anywhere in the United States. n187 Indian gaming had this unintended and very troubling effect by catalyzing
the proliferation of both Indian gaming and non--Indian, high--stakes casino gambling into regions outside its historical
bases of Nevada and Atlantic City.

One only need compare the pace of casino expansion during the decade immediately before and the decade
immediately after the enactment of IGRA to see this effect. Between 1977 and 1988, every attempt to legalize casino
gambling failed. n188 During that period, as many as forty states considered casino--enabling bills, but not one of those
states enacted such a proposal into law. n189 By contrast, in the ten years since Congress enacted IGRA, casinos have
opened in twenty--five new states, including non--Indian commercial casinos in nine states. n190

It is important to dismiss two factors that might appear to account for the recent proliferation of casino gambling. One
possible explanation is that consumer demand for casino gambling has increased in the last decade. That theory, however,
lacks support. Aside from the successful 1976 vote to legalize casinos in Atlantic City (which faced virtually no active
opposition from antigambling forces), voters did not approve high--stakes casino gambling in a statewide referendum until
1996, long after casinos had spread across the nation. n191

[SEE FIGURES 1 AND 2 IN ORIGINAL] [*822] Another common explanation for the recent casino gambling
explosion states that economic pressure on cash--starved governments pushed more jurisdictions to embrace casino
gambling. n192 Such fiscal imperatives undoubtedly account for the surges of legal gambling in the colonial period and
in the late nineteenth century, as well as for the rapid proliferation of lottery and electronic games throughout the[*823]
1970s and 1980s. n193 But economic demands alone cannot explain the unprecedented growth of casino gambling
during the early 1990s. The fiscal strain that gripped many states during the first half of this decade did not suddenly
surface in 1989, when the first casinos opened outside Nevada and New Jersey.

Rather, most of the twenty--five states in addition to Nevada and New Jersey that now offer casino gambling actually
faced equally severe economic shortfalls in the late 1970s and especially in the 1980s. In the 1980s, federal grants to state
and local goverments plummeted. n194 Many states faced large deficits and decreasing revenue because of weaknesses
in the national economy, n195 including international competition, fiscal conservatism in Washington, more frequent tax
revolts, mergers, downsizing, and post--Cold War layoffs. n196 During the thirteen--year period between the legalization
of casino gambling in Atlantic City in 1976 and the introduction of casinos in South Dakota in 1988, lotteries and other
noncasino forms of[*824] gambling proliferated, and more than two--thirds of the states tried to legalize casinos. n197
Yet not once during that period did any of those cash--strapped states successfully introduce casino gambling, n198 an
extremely lucrative form of legalized gambling. n199
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Instead, the catalyst for the casino explosion that engulfed the nation in the early 1990s was IGRA and the advent
of high--stakes Indian gaming operations. This analysis does not suggest that Congress intended IGRA to trigger the
proliferation of high--stakes casinos into states that allowed only charitable Las Vegas nights. n200 But that is exactly
what happened.

This unintended fallout began with the federal judiciary's unexpected transformation n201 of IGRA into a "legal
loophole" n202 for high--stakes tribal casinos in states that long had outlawed commercial casino gambling. n203
Congress intended IGRA to prohibit high--stakes tri[*825] bal gaming in those states that prohibited casino gambling as
a matter of public policy. n204 But the federal courts misinterpreted IGRA n205 by refusing "to recognize a public
policy distinction between allowing 'Las Vegas Nights' as charity fundraisers and condoning hard--core casino gambling."
n206 Beginning with the Second Circuit, n207 a series of federal court decisions n208 interpreting IGRA held that "if a
state allowed volunteer fire departments to conduct occasional low--stakes Las Vegas nights, then an Indian tribe in that
state could sponsor 24--hour, high--stakes casino gambling." n209 Other states that allowed Las Vegas nights watched
closely n210 as federal court decisions opened the loophole for high--stakes casino gambling by "allowing tribes to
operate casinos in some states where the government would jail non--Native Americans for the same activity." n211

[*826] For the most part, the states did not want tribal casinos to open within their borders. Because the states cannot
tax or regulate activities on Indian reservations, n212 they neither can collect taxes on money that gamblers wager at
Indian casinos nor regulate the type or frequency of the games. Beyond the tax issue, tribal gaming also competes with
non--Indian lotteries, keno, dog and horse racing, and other state--sanctioned gambling activities n213 that raise public
funds. n214 Because gambling is a "zero--sum game," n215 the lure of faster--paced games that exist only on Indian
reservations inevitably drains money from state--sanctioned games. n216 In addition, tribal gaming operations, which are
tax--exempt, collect money that gamblers otherwise might have spent on taxable goods and services. n217

The popularity of tribal casinos ultimately forced states to accept that the "introduction of Indian casinos into
previously non--gaming states can pressure such jurisdictions into passing casino legislation for taxable operations to
protect dollars that are flowing tax--free into the tribal economies." n218 Commercial gambling lobbyists mounted
vigorous regional campaigns to convince wary state legislators that legalizing casino gambling was a win--win proposition.
n219 The gambling industry's lobbyists argued that as long as Indian gaming existed[*827] within their borders, "states
might as well legalize commercial casinos, which, unlike Indian casinos, they would be able to tax." n220

This argument was seductive. n221 Taking an "if you can't beat them, join them" approach, n222 states moved to
legalize casino gambling in the early 1990s with a fury that the nation never before had experienced. n223 Two examples
concern the experiences of New York and Connecticut, two states that did not permit commercial casino gambling when
Indian tribes opened high--stakes casinos within their borders.

In 1993, the Oneida Nation opened the first legal casino in New York since the 1870s. n224 The following year -- and
for only the third time in the state's history -- both houses of the New York legislature approved constitutional amendments
to legalize commercial casino gambling. n225 Lest it appear that this timing was merely coincidental, one should
consider this remark by the state senator who sponsored the 1994 amendment to legalize commercial casino gambling:
"I always opposed [casino gambling] in the past, ... but the fact is, it's really here and maybe we ought to let it happen."
n226

[*828] In February 1992, the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe opened the Foxwoods casino in southeastern Connecticut,
which was the first legal casino in the state's history. n227 Revenue from the state's pari--mutuel tracks and jai alai
stadiums plummeted shorty after Foxwoods opened. n228 The non--Indian gambling industry immediately mobilized a
campaign to legalize thousands of slot machines across the state with the ultimate goal of permitting full--scale commercial
gambling. n229 The move ultimately died, n230 but only because the state previously had given to the Pequots a
statewide monopoly on slot machines in exchange for twenty--five percent of the revenue from the machines. n231
Topping $100 million in 1993 alone, this revenue represented too great a temptation for the state to forfeit. n232

The New York and Connecticut experiences with tribal gaming illustrate how "the economic competition between
states' revenue considerations and Indian casinos often pushes states toward looser regulation of off--reservation gambling."
n233 This copycat effect that tribal gaming created also had powerful reverberations in states, unlike New York and
Connecticut, that did not have Indian reservations within their borders. n234 Resembling the geographic--driven diffusion
of state lotteries in the 1970s and 1980s, n235 casino--enabling bills[*829] spread in the early 1990s into states that
faced no in--state competition from Indian casinos, but faced competition from casinos in neighboring states.
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Casino gambling eventually spread into states without tribal casinos because "a jurisdiction that does not endorse
gaming while its neighbors do risks having its local consumer and tourist assets hemorrhage into competing economies."
n236 Casinos overwhelmingly draw their patrons from the tourists and citizens of neighboring states. n237 A[*830]
state that lacks casino gambling but is near a state that has casinos therefore gets hit twice. First, it forfeits revenue it
would have derived from taxing goods that gamblers would have purchased with money that they instead lost at casinos
in nearby states. n238 Second, it bears gambling's myriad social costs when its gambling residents return home. n239

Thus, the combination of regional competition for casino gamblers and prodding from the commercial gambling lobby
pressured casino--free states to prevent revenue from flowing across state lines by legalizing casino gambling. n240 For
example, voters in Detroit rejected casino gambling in four consecutive referenda between 1976 and 1994. n241 Their
opposition quickly diffused in May 1994 when a large casino opened across the river in Windsor, Ontario. In August
1994, by which time Detroit had become a primary feeder market for the Canadian casino, n242 voters in the Motor
City approved the legalization of commercial casinos in a nonbinding referendum. n243 Detroit's mayor then reversed
his anticasino position and began to lobby vigor[*831] ously for commercial casino gambling. n244 Predictably, in
November 1996 Detroit legalized casino gambling, admitting its goal of preventing the flow of money across the Canadian
border to Casino Windsor. n245

This copycat scenario also bears responsibility for the introduction of non--Indian commercial casino gambling
throughout the Midwest, n246 where the nation's heaviest concentration of off--reservation casino gambling exists. n247
In 1989, Iowa sparked a "prairie wildfire," n248 and over the next six years casino gambling swept across six states in
the Mississippi Valley region. n249 In anticipation of gaming on the three Indian reservations within its borders, Iowa
approved limited--stakes n250 commercial casino gambling on riverboats, effective 1991. n251

Following this first resurgence of legal riverboat gambling in the Midwest in a century, n252 "[a] panic immediately
gripped the neighboring states." n253 In 1990, neighboring Illinois and nearby Mississippi approved high--stakes casino
gambling. n254 To give their casinos a competitive edge over casinos in Iowa, neither Illinois nor Mississippi imposed
any limits on maximum bets or total losses. n255 In 1991, the[*832] dominos continued to fall. Unwilling to watch
states such as Illinois collect a twenty percent tax on the bets of out--of--state gamblers, n256 Louisiana authorized high--
stakes riverboat casino gambling without any loss limits and one land--based casino in New Orleans. n257

In 1994, two additional Mississippi Valley states introduced casino gambling. Indiana legalized riverboat gambling
with no restriction on individual losses, n258 and Missouri approved several riverboat casinos without loss limits. n259
That same year, the torrent of casino gambling turned full circle. Fierce competition from casinos in Illinois, Mississippi,
Missouri, and Louisiana -- all of which did not enact betting or loss limits -- forced Iowa, which, ironically, triggered this
regional chain reaction, to lift its limits on maximum bets and individual losses. n260

III Where We Are Going: The Adverse Impact of Casino Gambling on AmericanCommunities

A. Watching the Same Story Unfold in a Different Century

A jurisdiction that legalizes gambling is itself playing the odds. It is betting that the economic benefits that sometimes
flow from legal gambling will outweigh the adverse economic and social consequences. Although some jurisdictions
might benefit from the short--term economic gains that follow the introduction of legal gambling, n261 the inevitable
social and economic problems leave "a large residue of costs for the future." n262 For this reason, a public backlash
ultimately has brought an end to every prior surge of gambling in U.S. history. n263

The same adverse effects that have followed the prior explosions of gambling activity also have accompanied the
casino gambling boom[*833] that began in 1989. n264 In fact, the recent casino boom actually may prove more socially
and economically destructive than the prior waves of nationwide gambling. The director of a recent study on gambling
in the United States has reported that the new casinos are "producing a very different and much more troubling gambling
economy than this country has ever experienced." n265 At best, for both Indian and non--Indian communities, casino
gambling has produced a "mixed bag." n266 In Tunica, Mississippi, for instance, legal casino gambling has reduced the
city's welfare rate by one--third, but crime in Tunica has dramatically increased. n267

The lesson of the last decade is that "not every town can become the next Las Vegas," n268 a city in which taxes
on the gambling activity of out--of--state visitors make it unnecessary for residents to pay income or inheritance taxes.
n269 It took the residents of some areas only a few years to accept this reality. In 1995, voters in Jefferson City, Missouri
repealed a 1992 measure that legalized casino gambling on riverboats. n270 Similarly, in the late 1980s, South Dakota
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and Colorado approved limited casino gambling in a few former mining towns. n271 Today, residents of those towns
overwhelmingly find that their communities are no longer ideal places to live and would not advise other jurisdictions
to legalize gambling. n272 By 1995, many proponents of legalized gambling in Mississippi also were "changing their
tune." n273

[*834]

B. The Undesirable Economic Effects of Casino Gambling

Although the gambling industry argues otherwise, n274 the adverse economic impact of casino gambling exceeds any
marginal, short--run economic benefits. n275 It is true that new casinos have jumpstarted many local economies n276 by
energizing job growth, n277 replenishing public revenue streams, n278 generating tourism, n279 and boosting retail
sales. n280 In 1994 alone, casino gambling generated $1.4 billion nationally for state and local governments. n281
But these short--term benefits mask the "long--term socio--economic problems so large and so costly that it would be an
anomaly for any taxes received from the activities to cover completely the increased costs." n282

For every dollar that a community collects from gambling taxes, it must spend at least three dollars to cover new
expenses, including additional police and criminal justice services, infrastructure repairs, social welfare, and addiction
counseling services. n283 Not one of fifty--five surveyed counties that had introduced casinos between 1990 and 1992
experienced any greater economic growth than comparable counties without casinos. n284 Some of these counties
actually lost local businesses. n285 Even Donald Trump, who operates the largest gambling empire in the eastern United
States, n286 has conceded that "people will spend a tremendous amount of money at the casinos, ... money that they
would normally spend on buying a refrigerator or a new car. Local business will suffer because they'll lose customer
dollars to the casino." n287

[*835] Far from creating new wealth for a community, a new casino "cannibalizes" the surrounding economy. n288
By diverting consumer spending from existing stores and services to the casino floor, n289 the casino shifts existing jobs
instead of creating new ones. n290 For instance, "the owner of a restaurant closed by a casino complex becomes a casino
restaurant captain." n291 It is only a matter of time before casinos force many existing local businesses to downsize and
sometimes to close. n292 Thus, the net economic effect of legal casino gambling in many communities is the loss of
local jobs and a decline in revenue. n293 To summarize,

When people spend $100 on a slot machine instead of a local restaurant, the local restaurant obviously loses $100.
Overall, in the local economy as a whole, just as much money is lost by local businesses as is gained by the casino. And
the result is that just as many people lose their jobs outside the casino as gain jobs inside the casino. n294

C. The Social Costs of Casino Gambling

Although "most states ... simply prefer to look the other way," n295 the new surge in casino gambling dramatically
has reshaped the civil life and culture in surrounding areas. n296 In perspective, this social toll equals "the lost output
of an additional ... [1990--91] recession every eight to fifteen years, or an additional hurricane Andrew ... every year, or
two 1993--level Midwest floods ... annually." n297 The social consequences fall into four categories: criminal activity,
problem gambling, erosion of family cohesion, and diminished quality of life.

First, casinos bring crime -- and lots of it. Given that "wherever gambling goes, crime and corruption follow," n298 it
is not surprising that the new casinos have caused sharp upsurges in criminal activ[*836] ity. n299 For example, one
study found that in 1994 communities with gambling generally recorded almost double the national crime rate. n300 As
the overall national crime rate fell two percent, those jurisdictions with casinos generally experienced nearly a six percent
jump. n301 The thirty--one jurisdictions that had introduced casino gambling within the twelve months immediately
preceding the study faced a dramatic 7.7% increase. n302 For example, on the Gulf Coast, crime soared approximately
twenty percent after the opening of the first casinos. n303

Legal casino gambling has brought dramatic increases in both general criminal offenses, including prostitution, drug
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dealing, loan sharking, and financial scamming, n304 and violent crime, including assault, robbery, arson, and rape.
n305 Since casino gambling came to some Mississippi communities, overall crime has soared at least 800%. n306 Rapes
have increased by 200%, n307 and robberies have risen by 218%. n308 Some jurisdictions with new casinos also are
combating a drastic growth of low--level crimes, such as property and traffic--related offenses. n309

The second social cost of casino gambling concerns the positive correlation between the amount of gambling activity
in a region and the number of problem gamblers. n310 Many new casino communities have experienced significant
increases in the number of problem[*837] gamblers that the states must support. In Iowa, riverboat casinos have
triggered more than a threefold increase in the number of adult pathological or problem gamblers. n311 Minnesota saw
the number of its Gamblers Anonymous groups grow from one to forty--nine since the first of its sixteen Indian casinos
opened. n312 The public and private costs of this rise in problem gambling are staggering. n313 The total annual
expense for each problem gambler ranges from $13,200 to more than $50,000. n314 Even with the lower figure of
$13,200, the annual cost of problem gambling in a state, such as Iowa, that experiences only a one--half percent increase
in the number of problem gamblers will top $70 million. n315

Third, legal casino gambling has led to great personal and familial anguish. Illinois, for example, legalized casino
gambling in 1990. n316 A recent survey of members of Gamblers Anonymous of Illinois found that

26 percent ... had divorced or separated because of gambling; 34 percent had lost or quit a job; 44 percent had stolen from
work to pay their gambling debts; 21 percent had filed for bankruptcy; 18 percent had had gambling--related arrests; 66
percent had contemplated suicide, and 16 percent had attempted suicide. n317

Legal gambling "takes disproportionately from those who can afford it least," n318 a trend that does not exactly trouble
the gambling industry. One casino owner rather bluntly stated: "We target everybody... What's the difference if it's a social
security check, a welfare check, a stock dividend check?" n319 The new casinos not only appeal to individuals who
would wager elsewhere if the casinos were not open, but they also "make[ ] gamblers of those who would be unlikely to
place a bet with an illegal 'bookie.'" n320

Finally, the fourth social cost of legal casino gambling results from the flood of "gambling tourists," n321 which has
diminished the quality of life in many previously tranquil communities. Some towns[*838] that have casino gambling
now battle noise, traffic, congestion, and parking problems, while casinos also have replaced local meeting spots. n322
Twenty--four--hour drive--through pawn shops often line the streets, serving gamblers who have exhausted their daily
cash--advance limits and casino credit lines. n323

D. The Adverse Impact of Casino Gambling on Charitable Gambling

The recent proliferation of high--stakes casinos severely has reduced the profitability of charitable gambling. n324
Increasingly, the coffers of the high--stakes gambling industry divert the donations that organizations raise through
charitable gambling activities. Nonprofit organizations still raise almost $2.5 billion annually from bingo, Las Vegas
nights, and other charitable gambling activities, n325 but the growth of Indian, riverboat, and land--based casinos has
captured some of the money that gamblers previously had wagered at charitable events. n326 This apparent preference
for full--scale casino gambling probably results because these casinos typically offer more favorable[*839] odds than
local churches and fire stations that follow charitable rules, which favor the house. n327

This competition between commercial and charitable gambling has caused charitable revenue to decrease. n328 In
Nebraska, charity keno, raffles, bingo, and pull tabs must compete with both high--stakes commercial and Indian casinos
in neighboring Colorado, South Dakota, Iowa, and Kansas. n329 Now, gamblers wager "less on in--State charitable
games and (presumably) more on cross--border commercial games." n330 This trend is troubling because it jeopardizes
the ability of organizations to raise charitable funds through the sponsorship of low--stakes casino nights.

IV What We Must Do: Revising IGRA in Light of the Lesson of the Last TenYears

A. The Existing Opportunity for Congress to Re--Examine IGRA
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The nation's experience with casino gambling during the last decade has confirmed what communities in the United States
already have realized: In terms of sound public policy, legal gambling is simply a bad bet. It cannibalizes local economies,
generates crime, exacerbates the epidemic of problem gambling, weakens the social fabric of communities and families,
and creates new expenses that nongamblers ultimately must bear. n331 It therefore is imperative that Congress revisit
the 1988 gaming act, which bears responsibility for catalyzing this nationwide explosion of casino gambling.

One might argue that it is too late for Congress to limit the scope of national casino gambling. After all, Indian
casinos and their commercial counterparts already are open in twenty--seven states. n332 Plus, increasing signs suggest
that the intensity of the surge in high--stakes casino gambling already has begun to dissipate. n333 The weakness of
that argument is that it overlooks the ongoing destruction of local economic and social structures that has resulted from
the existing casino gambling activity. One leading gambling expert has warned that "if the past is a guide, gambling
and its harmful effects will continue to grow unless the cycle is cut short by foresightful policy choices at[*840] the
national level." n334 There is no question that Congress has the constitutional authority retroactively to scale back the
permissible amount of tribal gaming. n335 Moreover, even a prospective restriction would alleviate some of the pressure
on nongambling states to compete with tribal gaming by legalizing casinos.

Congress has an unusual opportunity right now to reconsider its policy on casino--style gambling generally and on
Indian gaming in particular. Aside from the immense pressure that Congress faces from both the states and the tribes to
clarify exactly what gaming rights IGRA provides, n336 one of the many legal disputes over IGRA's regulatory scheme
n337 has forced the future of tribal gaming to the floor of Congress. The provision of IGRA that has thrown tribal gaming
into a legal tailspin authorizes tribes to sue states that refuse to negotiate Class III gaming compacts in good faith. n338

The specific dispute arose when Florida refused to negotiate a compact regarding Class III casino--style gaming with
the Seminole Tribe. n339 Pursuant to IGRA's enforcement provision, the tribe sued Florida to compel the state to enter
compact negotiations. n340 In response, Florida moved to dismiss the suit on the grounds that its Eleventh Amendment
sovereign immunity shielded it from the tribe's federal suit. n341 After widespread speculation about the legal merit
of the state's defense, n342 the dispute between Florida and the Seminole[*841] Tribe reached the Supreme Court
in 1996. In Seminole Tribe v. Florida, n343 the first Supreme Court decision to address tribal gaming since Cabazon
in 1987, a five--to--four majority held that Congress unconstitutionally had abrogated the states' Eleventh Amendment
sovereign immunity when it authorized tribes to sue states under IGRA. n344

By invalidating the provision in IGRA that authorized tribes to file federal suits against uncooperative states,
n345 Seminole Tribe flatly refuses to allow congressional abrogation of state sovereign immunity. When courts and
commentators cite the opinion, it is usually for that constitutional holding. n346 But the decision holds great significance
apart from its Eleventh Amendment holding: It dramatically reshaped the federal Indian gaming policy that had existed
for almost a decade. By fostering uncertainty as to the future ability of tribes to enter and renew existing Class III tribal
gaming compacts, n347 Seminole Tribe "may have raised more questions than it answered." n348

Specifically, the invalidation of the linchpin enforcement provision of IGRA's tribal--state compact negotiation process
sent IGRA -- an "'innocent bystander' to [the Eleventh Amendment] feud" -- to "intensive care with a gaping wound."
n349 The Seminole Tribe decision leaves open the possibility that a state could prevent a tribe from conducting Class III
gaming by refusing to negotiate the requisite gaming compact and later by asserting Eleventh Amendment immunity if
the tribe sues. In a footnote appended to the decision's last sentence, the[*842] Court explicitly refused to address what
remedy would be available to tribes that fall victim to this impasse. n350

In the wake of Seminole Tribe, a split emerged between the Ninth and Eleventh Circuits over the question of whether a
state, by asserting the Eleventh Amendment, can deny a tribe its right to open a Class III casino. n351 Under the Eleventh
Circuit's approach, tribes facing a sovereign immunity defense can seek immediate relief directly from the Secretary of
the Interior, who can impose Class III gaming regulations on a state under IGRA. n352 Under the Ninth Circuit's pre--
Seminole Tribe interpretation of IGRA, by contrast, the Secretary cannot mandate regulations for tribal gaming until the
tribe unsuccessfully has tried to sue the uncooperative state and a court--appointed mediator unsuccessfully has attempted
to impose a gaming compact upon the parties. n353 That is, the Ninth Circuit held that a tribe can seek relief from the
Secretary only if it is a "last resort" after the state and the tribe have exhausted IGRA's intricate remedial procedures.
n354

The Court's holding in Seminole Tribe seems to leave tribes in the Ninth Circuit without any recourse against a state
that refuses to cooperate in Class III compact negotiations. Recognizing the potential for such a stalemate, the Ninth
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Circuit recently suggested that Seminole Tribe renders the circuit's pre--Seminole Tribe approach unworkable. n355 A
Ninth Circuit panel noted that the circuit's prior approach "was [fashioned] in the context of our (incorrect) assumption
that tribes could sue states" n356 and that "none of the circumstances that might justify enforcing IGRA according to its
terms appears to be present" n357 in a situation in which a tribe "believes it has followed IGRA faithfully[*843] and
has no legal recourse against a state that allegedly hasn't bargained in good faith." n358

The recent Ninth Circuit decision did not explicitly authorize a tribe to seek relief directly from the Secretary of the
Interior. By remanding the case to the district court for reconsideration in light of Seminole Tribe, n359 however, the
panel seemed to endorse the Eleventh Circuit's approach, which allows tribes that face an Eleventh Amendment defense
to circumvent IGRA's compact requirements and seek relief directly from the Interior Department. The Secretary of the
Interior supports this position. Shortly after the Seminole Tribe decision, the Secretary suggested regulations that would
give its office the authority to impose a Class III compact on a state that asserts sovereign immunity in response to a tribe's
suit brought under IGRA. n360

This analysis suggests that the circuit split between the Ninth and Eleventh Circuits is resolved. Even so, the need
for Congress to reconsider the national Indian gaming policy will remain as pressing as ever. n361 Other federal courts
might begin to fashion different remedies to overcome post--Seminole Tribe tribal--state stalemates, a development that
would create inconsistency in the enforcement of a federal act. Moreover, if the Secretary of the Interior directly imposes
tribal casino gaming on a state, then this unelected federal official effectively assumes a massive unilateral power that
Congress did not intend to delegate. n362

This outcome is troubling for several reasons. First, Congress enacted IGRA in the aftermath of Cabazon expressly
because it wanted to ensure that the states play a role in the tribal gaming regulatory process, which the Cabazon regime
had denied to the states. A unilateral decision by the Secretary to dictate the parameters for tribal gaming would undermine
the congressional objective that underlies IGRA. n363 Second,

the proposed rule would permit the secretary to overrule any state's interpretation of its own laws, even to conclude that
the final decision of a state supreme court was erroneous. Allowing the secre[*844] tary to conclude that a state Governor,
attorney general, and court system do not understand the state's public policy would make a travesty of the concept of
federalism and in its place substitute a system in which Washington claims it knows best what state laws mean. n364

Third, "the secretary's inherent authority includes a responsibility to protect the interests of Indian tribes, making it
impossible for the secretary to avoid a conflict of interest or exercise objective judgment in disputes between states and
tribes." n365 Finally, the Seminole Tribe Court urged states and tribes to continue to negotiate through a stalemate, but
the proposed procedure would create a disincentive for tribes to try to resolve disagreements with uncooperative states.
n366

In 1993, three years before the Supreme Court's Seminole Tribe decision introduced uncertainty into tribal gaming,
forty--nine governors petitioned Congress to revise IGRA. n367 The following year, a leading expert on gambling policy
warned Congress that "gambling is now expanding so fast that it is outrunning any coordinated or prudent national policy."
n368 Now, five years later, the need for Congress to revisit its 1988 decision that authorized Indian gaming is even more
pressing. n369 Simply put, Congress must provide a uniform resolution to the uncertainties that have surrounded tribal
gaming since the enactment of IGRA. n370

B. A Proposal To Limit Indian Gaming to Those Types of Gambling Activities That a State Permits for General
Commercial Purposes

Commentators have suggested various ways in which the federal government might resolve the uncertainty surrounding
post--Seminole Tribe Indian gaming. Each proposal offers a different resolution to the politically charged Indian gaming
issue. A survey of the literature, however, reveals that virtually every suggestion shares the same underlying premise.
Despite the apparent costs of widespread casino gam[*845] bling, most authors advocate the preservation of high--stakes
tribal gaming. n371

In sharp contrast to these suggestions, this Note urges the federal government to curtail the scope of legal casino
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gambling. Given the tendency of the federal courts to misinterpret IGRA to permit a much broader scope of high--stakes
tribal gaming than Congress had intended, the nation clearly cannot rely on the federal judiciary to limit the amount of
tribal gaming by applying IGRA as Congress had anticipated. As one senator remarked: "If we've learned any lesson
from IGRA, it's that we should not allow the scope of gaming to be decided by the courts." n372

This focus on casino--style gambling does not suggest that the proliferation of lotteries, keno, video slot machines, and
pari--mutuel wagering does not hold partial responsibility for the mounting social and economic costs of legal gambling.
n373 But at least three factors argue for a restriction on casino gambling in particular, rather than on these other forms of
legal gambling. First, a measure that specifically limits casino gambling less likely would jeopardize the fiscal stability of
the countless local governments that depend on gambling for revenue. n374 Second, casino gambling has the greatest
potential of all forms of gambling to grow further, exacerbating social and economic risks. n375 Finally, casino--style
gambling accounts "for 49.7% of all con[*846] sumer gambling expenditures -- almost half of the U.S. gambling dollar."
n376

It may seem that the most efficient way to halt the adverse impact of high--stakes casino gambling would involve
a congressional prohibition on all forms of casino gambling -- Indian and commercial alike. n377 Surely, a blanket
prohibition immediately would begin to ameliorate the deterioration of local economies and social structures. Such a
drastic measure, however, would pose difficulties regarding enforcement and paradoxically might even exacerbate the
adverse consequences of casino gambling. The failure of Prohibition in the 1930s not only strengthens doubts about the
capacity of the federal government to repress consumer demand for an activity such as casino gambling, which ninety--
two percent of American adults condone, n378 but it[*847] also suggests that any attempt to enforce such a law may
not be worth the risks. n379

For these reasons, this Note urges the federal government to invoke its broad plenary power over Indian affairs to
curtail the scope of Class III tribal casino--style gaming that the federal judiciary's broad interpretation of IGRA currently
permits. In recent years, Congress has considered several bills that have proposed a reduction in the amount of tribal
gaming. n380 Because legalized Indian gaming has acted as the catalyst for the proliferation of high--stakes Indian and
non--Indian casino gambling, n381 Congress must enact statutory constraints on tribal casino gaming. The undesirable
social and economic consequences of that activity are no longer mere possibilities. They have arrived. n382

This emphasis on the need for a federal remedy does not preclude the states from acting to avoid tribal gaming without
federal intervention. Of course, a state may block the introduction of high--stakes tribal gaming under IGRA simply by
banning all forms of casino--style gambling, including charitable fundraising. n383 In fact, Arizona has taken this route.
n384 The danger of forcing states to rely exclusively on such a strategy, however, is that states cannot repeal gaming laws
with ease. For example, Connecticut unsuccessfully tried to use this approach to prevent the Pequots from opening the
Foxwoods casino. n385

A better tack would involve the congressional implementation of a flexible policy that protects the interests of both
the states that do not allow any form of profit--generating casino gambling and the tribes that want to operate gaming as a
means of economic survival. Accordingly, this Note recommends that Congress revise IGRA (1) to limit tribal gaming
activities to those specific Class III games that the state allows for commercial profit--generating purposes and (2) to
provide communities in states that ban commercial casino gambling with the[*848] option of exempting tribes from
the state's general restriction. n386 This proposal combines provisions from several different bills that Congress has
considered in recent years. n387

Under this proposal's opt--out provision, a majority of the community surrounding the site of a proposed high--stakes
tribal gaming operation voluntarily could decide to allow the tribe to open the casino despite the general statewide
prohibition on gambling. n388 To exercise this option, a majority of the surrounding community would need to approve
the proposed gaming compact "in a referendum held ... in the first general election (with respect to which the filing
deadline has not passed) occurring after the date on which the compact" is submitted for approval. n389 The surrounding
community would constitute "the political jurisdiction in which [the] class III gaming activity under the compact is to
occur." n390 To illustrate, this proposal would allow a tribe to conduct roulette for profit in a state that allows commercial
roulette for profit or when the surrounding community has exempted the Indian gaming operation from a statewide
prohibition on such gambling.

This proposal closes the judicially created loophole that has allowed tribal profit--generating casinos to open in many
states that permit casino--style gambling only for low--stakes charitable purposes. n391 Judging from their vigorous
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opposition to high--stakes tribal gaming, n392 state governments likely would support this revision of IGRA. After all,
this measure would effectuate the public policies of states, such as New York and Connecticut, n393 that have been
unable to avoid the operation of high--stakes tribal casinos despite explicit bans on commercial casino gambling. In so
doing, it would maintain "the long--held position of the federal government ... to allow states to permit gambling if they
want it, but to protect the policies of states[*849] that don't want gambling." n394 In the nineteenth century, for
example, the federal government enacted a series of antilottery measures to bolster the antigambling enforcement efforts
of states that had been unable to enforce their own state lottery prohibitions. n395

Moreover, the federal government always has let the states decide for themselves how to regulate the amount of
gambling activity within their borders. n396 Reflecting this tradition, the first federal commission to have studied
nationwide gambling advised in 1976 that "the States should have the primary responsibility for determining what forms
of gambling may legally take place within their borders." n397 By allowing each state to decide whether to expose itself
to the substantial social and economic costs of legal casino gambling, n398 this Note's proposal satisfies that test. A state
that has decided to allow profit--generating casino gambling should not have the ability to deny a tribe the opportunity to
conduct the same activity. Conversely, a state that has chosen to prohibit high--stakes commercial casino gambling should
not have to absorb the social and economic costs of unwanted tribal casino gaming. n399 By giving states that have
blanket prohibitions on casino gambling an option voluntarily to allow tribes to operate any forms of gambling activity,
this proposal reflects the notion that there is no reason to prevent a jurisdiction from allowing gambling if it believes that
the benefits outweigh the costs. n400

[*850] This proposal finds its motivation in the fact that the social and economic consequences of Indian gaming
extend beyond the reservations. Not only does Indian gaming adversely impact nearby off--reservation economies, but
tribal casinos also cater overwhelmingly to non--Indians who gamble on the reservation and then return home with
gambling--related problems. n401 Moreover, the local communities that ultimately bear the social, economic, and
environmental costs of high--stakes tribal gambling do not reap any tax benefits. At least off--reservation casinos provide
some direct economic benefit to the surrounding community in the form of additional tax revenue.

This proposed statutory revision of IGRA should grandfather for a limited period those tribes that already have opened
Class III gaming facilities in states that ban commercial casino gambling. Such a clause would ensure that before the
revised regulations take effect, tribes whose gaming operations are at risk will have an opportunity to re--evaluate their
financial strategy and consider investing in nongaming ventures. It also would give them time to present a case to the state
concerning why the surrounding community should exercise its opt--out option under the new regulation. By encouraging
tribes to engage in nongaming enterprises, this proposal also is consistent with the notion, with which many tribal leaders
agree, that "gambling is not an end in and of itself, it is only a means. Gaming is not the whole answer, but it does act as
a stepping stone and catalyst for other economic development activities." n402 In fact, in anticipation of the possibility
that the government might limit high--stakes tribal gaming, several tribes that own highly profitable Class III gaming
operations already have begun to diversify into nongaming industries. n403

Given the widespread perception of Indian reservations with casinos as "boom towns," n404 the public might believe
that this proposal unfairly restricts the freedom of tribes to engage in an economic activity that magically could end
decades of widespread Indian impoverishment. This objection, however, derives from a common[*851] misperception
of tribal gaming's effects. n405 Although gaming clearly has brought fantastic economic benefits to some tribes, n406
for the overwhelming majority, it has not produced this result. n407 Some tribes, such as the Lummi Indian Nation in
northwest Washington State, actually have shut down their sluggish casinos. n408 Even the president of the National
Congress of Americans Indians has testified that "tribal governmental gaming is not the solution to all the problems of
Indian Country." n409

To date, tribal gaming supports just one percent of the nation's Indians. n410 Of the 142 tribes in twenty--four states
that had entered[*852] into 164 Class III compacts as of 1997, n411 "only a small percentage ... derive benefits from
casino operations." n412 In 1996, only eight of those tribal casinos accounted for forty percent of the total national
revenue from Class III gaming facilities. n413 Even the few tribes that own profitable casinos do not keep most of the
revenue that their gaming operations generate. According to some accounts, as much as eighty--five percent of that money
ultimately flows to the pockets of non--Indians, such as the professional management companies that tribes have hired to
operate their casinos. n414

In the last decade, moreover, the proliferation of tribal gaming has failed to reduce Indian poverty rates; in fact, it
actually has coincided with a rise in reservation poverty. n415 The overwhelming majority of tribes that conduct gaming
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remain deeply impoverished and continue to battle severe unemployment. n416 Indian reservations currently battle a
thirty--one percent poverty rate. n417 Fifty percent of Indians on reservations remain unemployed n418 -- a figure that is
six times the national average. n419 Additionally, "tribal infrastructures for roads, community water and sewer services,
and other amenities that most non--Indian communities take for granted are either absent or woefully inadequate." n420

The bottom line is that on most reservations, especially reservations that are not within the vicinity of sizable feeder
markets such as New York or Boston, n421 gaming has been an economic disappointment. This experience is hardly
surprising. Before the rise of high--stakes tribal casino gaming, a 1987 study of fifty--four tribes that conducted bingo
found that the "most important factor affecting the success of tribal high--stakes bingo operations was the density of the
non--[*853] Indian population in the region surrounding the bingo hall." n422 That single factor appears to remain very
significant. In South Dakota, for example, the isolated casino of the Ogalala Sioux of the Pine Ridge Tribe generates one
million dollars annually. But the tribe's reservation -- with seventy--five percent unemployment -- remains a place of "bone--
crushing poverty." n423

This widespread failure of gaming to improve economic conditions likely will not change because the new Indian
casinos cater primarily to local residents and day--trippers whose average length of stay lasts typically for only a few
hours. n424 History teaches that an area can benefit from legalized casino gambling only when its casinos attract out--
of--state visitors who stay for extended periods of time. n425 Two factors account for this pattern. First, a casino in a
nontourist destination "acts like a black hole, sucking the money out of the local population." n426 Second, few casino
day--trippers leave the casinos to explore shops and to sample restaurants in the surrounding area. n427 The absence
of these circumstances explains why Las Vegas, a city that draws its gamblers overwhelmingly from tourists who stay
for several days on average, n428 is arguably the only jurisdiction in the entire nation actually to have benefited from
legalized casino gambling on a long--term basis. n429

[*854]

Conclusion

In October 1988, Congress transformed the United States into a casino gambling nation when it authorized Indian tribes
to conduct high--stakes gaming on their reservations to the extent that their states permit for some purpose. At that time,
IGRA did not turn many heads. In fact, neither the Washington Post nor the New York Times even mentioned IGRA by
name until mid--1990, almost a full two years after its enactment. n430

But today, IGRA generates widespread attention and its significance is hardly so unknown. IGRA bears responsibility
for the introduction of casino gambling into states in which such gambling had not existed for most of this century. Since
Congress enacted IGRA a decade ago, the number of states that are home to some form of high--stakes casino gambling
has jumped from two to twenty--seven. Of the twenty--three states that now host high--stakes tribal casino gaming, only
Nevada had casino gambling when IGRA became law. n431 More Americans now gamble at casinos than ever before,
and high--stakes casino gambling has become the nation's newest pastime.

Many commentators argue that the new gambling activity represents a desperately needed answer to financial hardship
for some revenue--starved communities and economically--deprived Indian tribes. But this unprecedented growth of high--
stakes casino gambling has had a devastating impact on the economic and social well--being of communities across the
nation. During this nationwide explosion of tribal and commercial casino gambling, it has become increasingly evident
that the federal government must intervene to contain the trend's undesirable consequences. This Note proposes that
Congress revisit its 1988 statutory misdeal and limit tribal casino gaming to those games that a state allows for general
commercial purposes, but allow communities surrounding a proposed Indian casino to permit its operation despite any
statewide ban on casino--style gambling.
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at 25 U.S.C. 450--450n (1994)) (endorsing tribal self--determination);Antoine v. Washington, 420 U.S. 194, 196--
97 (1975)(enforcing the rights that tribes acquired in treaties with the federal government before formal treaty--
making practice ended);McClanahan v. Arizona State Tax Comm'n, 411 U.S. 164, 172 (1973)(declaring that
tribes have a right "'to make their own laws and be ruled by them'" (quotingWilliams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217, 220
(1959)));Cohen, supra note 70, at 196, 200--02 (noting federal legislation to expand reservation economies); Anne
Merline McCulloch, The Politics of Indian Gaming: Tribe/State Relations and American Federalism, Publius: J. of
Federalism, Summer 1994, at 99, 103 (summarizing judicial and legislative advances in tribal sovereignty).

n83. See Statement on Indian Policy, 1 Pub. Papers 96, 98 (Jan. 24, 1983) (Ronald Reagan) [hereinafter Reagan's
Statement].

n84. See LBJ's Message, supra note 80, at 335.

n85. See id. at 336.

n86. See id. at 335.
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n87. See Indian Gaming Regulatory Act: Hearing on H.R. 964 and H.R. 2507 Before the House Comm. on
Interior and Insular Affairs, 100th Cong. 77 (1987) [hereinafter IGRA Hearing]; id. at 322 (statement of Terry
Martin on behalf of the Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana). During the Reagan presidency, the federal government
continued to reduce funding of tribal programs and services. See Vine Deloria, Jr. & Clifford M. Lytle, American
Indians, American Justice 24 (1983).

n88. See The History of Tribal Gaming, Indian Gaming, June 1998, at 16.

n89. See Appellants' Reply to Motion to Dismiss on Affirm at 5 n.3,California v. Cabazon Band of Mission
Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (1985)(No. 85--1708) ("Indian tribes have not traditionally conducted high stakes, gambling
operations catering primarily to non--Indians ...."); Mark Manson & Daniel Zeff, Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Sec.
Corp., Gaming 37 (1995) ("While limited American Indian gaming operations have existed in the United States
since the late 1970s, it was not until the passage of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) in 1988 that full--
scale Indian casinos were authorized and began to proliferate.").

n90. SeeSeminole Tribe v. Butterworth, 491 F. Supp. 1015, 1016 (S.D. Fla. 1980),aff'd, 658 F.2d 310 (5th Cir.
1981).

n91. Seeid. at 1018--19.

n92. Seeid. at 1018--20.

n93. Seeid. at 1016--17.

n94. Seeid. at 1017;Gary Sokolow, The Future of Gambling in Indian Country,15 Am. Indian L. Rev. 151, 169
(1990).

n95. SeeMcClanahan v. Arizona State Tax Comm'n, 411 U.S. 164, 170--71 (1973)(quoting U.S. Dept. of the
Interior, Federal Indian Law 845 (1958)).

n96. Act of Aug. 15, 1953, ch. 505, 67 Stat. 588, 588 (codified as amended at18 U.S.C. 1161--1162 (1994),
25 U.S.C. 1321--1322 (1994),28 U.S.C. 1360(1994)) (providing to enumerated states jurisdiction "with respect to
criminal offenses and civil causes of action committed or arising on Indian reservations within such states, and for
other purposes").

n97. See id. Public Law 280 allows states to acquire its grant of jurisdiction by adopting all or part of it via
statute or constitutional amendment. See25 U.S.C. 1321--1322 (1988). In 1961 Florida became a Public Law 280
state. SeeFla. Stat. Ann. 285.16(West 1991).

n98.658 F.2d 310, 316 (5th Cir. 1981).

n99. Seeid. at 316.

n100. Seeid. at 312--16.

n101.426 U.S. 373 (1976).

n102. Seeid. at 390.

n103.Seminole Tribe, 658 F.2d at 314.

n104. Seeid. at 313--16.

n105. See, e.g.,Barona Group of the Capitan Grande Band of Mission Indians v. Duffy, 694 F.2d 1185, 1189--
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Tribe of Indians v. Wisconsin, 518 F. Supp. 712, 720 (W.D. Wis. 1981);see also S. Rep. No. 480--541, 99th Cong.
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n106. See Michael P. Davis, U.S. & Canadian Gaming--at--a--Glance, Gaming Bus. Mag., Aug. 1984, at 52, 53
fig.; see also Rebecca Tsosie, Negotiating Economic Survival: The Consent Principle and Tribal--State Compacts
Under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 29 Arizona St. L.J. 25, 47 (1997) ("After the Butterworth decision,
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prohibited all forms of gambling.").

n107. See infra notes 177--85 and accompanying text.

n108. See Reagan's Statement, supra note 83, at 96 (endorsing tribal self--determination); see alsoCalifornia
v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202, 217 (1987)(citing Reagan's statement in upholding Indian
gaming); IGRA Hearing, supra note 87, at 78 ("The proliferation of tribal gaming operations was ... encouraged by
President Reagan's Indian Policy Statement ....").

n109. See Reagan's Statement, supra note 83, at 96.

n110. Id. at 99.

n111. Id. at 97.

n112. SeeCabazon, 480 U.S. at 217.Within two months of President Reagan's broad endorsement of tribal
autonomy, the Department of the Interior warned that it would oppose any congressional attempt to subject Indian
tribes to state gambling laws. Seeid. at 217 n.21.

n113. SeeMashantucket Pequot Tribe v. McGuigan, 626 F. Supp. 245, 246 (D. Conn. 1986);S. Rep. No. 99--
493, at 5 (1986).

n114. Senator James Abourezk, Introduction to Ambrose I. Lane, Sr., Return of the Buffalo: The Story Behind
America's Indian Gaming Explosion at xviii (1995).

n115. See Sokolow, supra note 94, at 151.

n116. See S. Rep. No. 100--446 (1988), reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3071, 3072.

n117. See Thomas L. Wilson, Indian Gaming and Economic Development on the Reservation,68 Mich. B.J.
380, 380 (1989).

n118. See Sokolow, supra note 94, at 151.

n119. See Anthony J. Marks, Comment, A House of Cards: Has the Federal Government Succeeded in
Regulating Indian Gaming?,17 Loy. L.A. Ent. L.J. 157, 164 (1996).

n120. Not until 1988 did either the federal government or the states have any regulatory scheme to govern tribal
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infiltrate tribal gaming operations. See IGRA Hearing, supra note 87, at 78; Marks, supra note 119, at 164.

n121. See S. Rep. No. 100--446 (1988), reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3071, 3073. For a history of Congress's
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Sokolow, supra note 94, at 155--58.
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n122. See IGRA Hearing, supra note 87, at 465 (statement of John F. Duffy, National Sheriff's Assoc.) ("Indian
gambling ... is an issue for non--Indians alike, as gambling on Indian lands attracts [high] numbers of non--Indians
and generates havens for organized criminals ...."); Information Plus, Gambling: Crime or Recreation? 12 (1996).
History confirms that high stakes gambling operations provide fertile ground for heightened criminal activity,
especially organized crime activity. See President's Comm'n on Organized Crime, Organized Crime and Gambling
at vi (1985) (transcript of hearing); Sokolow, supra note 94, at 166; Eklund, supra note 69, at 142; Christiansen,
supra note 7, at 47.

n123. See Information Plus, supra note 122, at 12. In 1985, the National Association of Attorneys General
endorsed state regulation of tribal gaming. See McCulloch, supra note 82, at 101.

n124. As one member of the Chitimacha Tribe of Louisiana stated:

Given the large cutbacks in federal assistance in recent years, the lack of a tax base, economic infrastructure or
sufficient exploitable natural resources, many tribes found themselves in a situation of having to eliminate or
drastically cut back critically needed services. Many tribes were facing high deficits and bankruptcy. Gaming
revenue was the only viable revenue generating activity that many tribes could turn to in order to remain solvent
and restore essential services.

IGRA Hearing, supra note 87, at 327 (statement of Terry Martin, council member of the Chitimacha Tribe of
Louisiana).

n125. See Information Plus, supra note 122, at 12.

n126. SeeCalifornia v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202 (1987).

n127. Seeid. at 221.

n128. See Eric J. Swanson, Comment, The Reservation Gaming Craze: Casino Gambling Under the Indian
Gaming and Regulatory Act of 1988,15 Hamline L. Rev. 471, 474 (1992).

n129.480 U.S. 202 (1987).
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n134. SeeSeminole Tribe v. Butterworth, 658 F.2d 310, 313--15 (5th Cir. 1981);supra notes 99--104 and
accompanying text.

n135. SeeCabazon, 480 U.S. at 210--11.
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n136. Seeid. at 211(noting "that California permits a substantial amount of gambling activity, including bingo,
and actually promotes gambling through its state lottery").

n137.Id. at 216, 220--22.

n138.Id. at 218--19.

n139. Rose, supra note 22, at 73; see also Vallen, supra note 14, at 58 ("Bingo, especially for charity, is usually
viewed as a mild form of gambling. Many states that are generally opposed to gambling have legalized bingo.").

n140. See The Law of Gambling, supra note 41, at 400 ("Many states which otherwise refused to license
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made, as in commercial bingo, and the public is indirectly benefited by the increase in charity treasuries." (footnote
omitted)). In 1931, Massachusetts became the first state to exempt charitable gambling from prosecution under its
gambling laws. See id. at 111.

n141. SeeCabazon, 480 U.S. at 221("Surely the Federal Government has the authority to forbid Indian
gambling enterprises ...."); Swanson, supra note 128, at 496 ("Congress could have provided blanket regulations
covering and restricting Indian gaming across the country."); infra note 377 and accompanying text (discussing
Congress's plenary power over Indian affairs).

n142. See Gaming Regulatory Act Amendments: Hearing on S. 1077 Before the Senate Comm. on Indian
Affairs, 105th Cong. (1997) (testimony of David Hayes on behalf of Department of the Interior) ("The availability
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n144. See Cabot, supra note 1, at 8 ("Congress viewed the Cabazon case as unacceptable. In the words of US
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n145. See 5 West's Encyclopedia of American Law Gaming 129 (1998).

n146. See G. Robert Blakey & Harold A. Kurland, The Development of the Federal Law of Gambling,63
Cornell L. Rev. 923, 925 (1978);Symposium, Legal Aspects of Public Gaming,12 Conn. L. Rev. 661, 661 (1980)
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n147. See Cabot, supra note 1, at 7.

n148. Tsosie, supra note 106, at 49.

n149.25 U.S.C. 2701(5) (1994).

n150. See id. 2703(6)--(8).

n151. See id. 2703(6)--(7).

n152. See id. 2703(8).

n153. See id. 2710(a)(1).
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n154. See id. 2710(b).

n155. See id. 2710(d).

n156. See infra note 337 and accompanying text.

n157. See Tsosie, supra note 106, at 51 ("The heart of the controversy over Indian gaming, of course, concerns
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n158. See infra Part III.

n159.25 U.S.C. 2710(d)(1)(B).

n160. See id. 2710(d)(1)(C).

n161. SeeSeminole Tribe v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44, 58 (1996); California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians,
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at 44, 44.

n162.25 U.S.C. 2710(d)(3)(A).

n163. See id. 2710(d)(7)(A)(i). In 1996, the Supreme Court invalidated this procedural mechanism on the
grounds that it unconstitutionally abrogated the states' Eleventh Amendment sovereign immunity. See infra text
accompanying notes 343--48.

n164. See25 U.S.C. 2710(d)(7)(B)(iii).

n165. See id. 2710(d)(7)(B)(iv).

n166. See id. 2710(d)(7)(b)(vii).

n167. Id. 2702(1).

n168. See Sokolow, supra note 94, at 183 ("Only time will tell how well the IGRA, discussed in Congress for
over five years, actually works.").

n169. See, e.g.,Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. Wisconsin, 770 F. Supp. 480
(W.D. Wis. 1991); Mashantucket Pequot Tribe v. Connecticut, 737 F. Supp. 169 (D. Conn. 1990);see also Swanson,
supra note 128, at 488--89 (reviewing the judiciary's "lax interpretation" of the scope of the Class III gaming issue
and reporting that "as a result of favorable court decisions, reservation casinos are opening around the country").

n170. See 1987 Gross Annual Wager, Gaming & Wagering Bus., Aug. 15, 1988, at 8.

n171. See id. (reporting that gamblers in the United States legally wagered $18.443 billion in 1987).
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n173. See Rogers, supra note 13, at 82--83.

n174. See Kenan Pollack, A Tribe That's Raking It in, U.S. News & World Rep., Jan. 15, 1996, at 59. In 1991,
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shortly before Foxwoods opened, the chairman of the Tribe's gambling operations said he expected the casino to
generate approximately $80 million annually. He also said the casino would be "modest, about half the size of the
smallest casino in Atlantic City, with a capacity of about 1,000 customers ... [and] would be understated, forgoing
neon and blending into the wooded surroundings." See Nick Ravo, How a Tribe in Connecticut is Taking on
Atlantic City, N.Y. Times, Apr. 14, 1991, 4 (Week in Review), at 6. In one month in 1998, by contrast, the 23--story
Foxwoods hotel and casino generated more than $65 million in revenue from its slot machines alone. See Alan K.
Ota, Indian Gambling Operations Find 'Devoted' Advocate in Rep. Kennedy, CQ Wkly., Jan. 23, 1999, at 194; Take
is Up at Foxwoods, N.Y. Times, Oct. 16, 1998, at B10.

n175. See Koughan, supra note 8, at 36.

n176. Rogers, supra note 13, at 45.

n177. Sidney M. Wolf, Killing the New Buffalo: State Eleventh Amendment Defense to Enforcement of IGRA
Indian Gaming Compacts,47 Wash. U. J. Urb. & Contemp. L. 51 (1995);see also Gaming Regulatory Improvement
Act: Hearing on S. 1870 Before the Senate Comm. on Indian Affairs, 105th Cong. 83 (1998) [hereinafter GRIA
Hearing] (statement of Kevin Gover, Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior) ("After
centuries of economic stagnation, Indian tribes have seen gaming draw customers and businesses to their often
remote land and has proved to be a successful means of stabilizing and improving tribal self--government and
addressing various social and economic problems.").

n178. Rogers, supra note 13, at 81.

n179. See Tribe Starts New Business: Gambling Site on Internet, N.Y. Times, July 5, 1997, at 8.

n180. Dirk Johnson, Manna in the Form of Jobs Comes to the Reservation, N.Y. Times, Feb. 21, 1999, 4 (Week
in Review), at 6.

n181. See James Dao, Once Destitute, Oneida Tribe Braces for Flood of Gambling Profits, N.Y. Times, July 18,
1993, at 27.

n182. See id.

n183. See James Dao, Gambling in the Middle of Nowhere: Oneidas' Casino Wins Without Slots or Eastern
Seaboard, N.Y. Times, Nov. 10, 1997, at B1.

n184. See James Dao, Anxiety Growing Over Indian Claim in New York State, N.Y. Times, Jan. 13, 1999, at
A1; William Glaberson, Struggle for Oneidas' Leadership Grows Bitter as Casino Succeeds, N.Y. Times, June 17,
1996, at A1.

n185. See Dao, supra note 183; Dao, supra note 184.

n186. See, e.g., Rogers, supra note 13, at 81--83.

N187. See 5 West's Encyclopedia of American Law Gaming 129 (1998) ("Before the 1990s, most gaming was
illegal in a majority of states. Since the passage of the [Indian Regulatory] Gaming Act, many state legislatures have
approved gaming in a variety of forms."); McCulloch, supra note 82, at 107 ("Indian gaming ... led to pressures on
lawmakers to open gambling to all.").

n188. See supra note 4 & 61 and accompanying text.

n189. See supra note 4 & 61 and accompanying text.

n190. Compare McQueen, supra note 1, at 21 (reporting that 27 states had casino gambling in 1998), with Davis
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& La Fleur, supra note 27, at 22 fig. (reporting that two states had casino gambling in 1988).

n191. See Rose, supra note 4, at 14; I. Nelson Rose, Gambling and the Law: Endless Fields of Dreams 16
(Dec. 6, 1995) (unpublished manuscript, on file with author); see also Goodman, supra note 13, at 58 ("The rush
to legalize casino gambling was not the result of any popular drive for more gambling in America... Our research
... did not uncover a single grass--roots organization lobbying for more opportunities to gamble."); Sen. Frank
Padavan, Rolling the Dice: Why Casino Gambling Is a Bad Bet for New York State at iii (1994) ("The trend toward
wide spread casino gambling is not the result of a groundswell of popular demand. It is the gambling industry and
the gambling industry alone that is beating the drums."). Moreover, in 1989, on the eve of the casino gambling
explosion, Gallup reported that "the public remains ambivalent about the idea of legalized gambling." Gallup, supra
note 2, at 138.

n192. See, e.g., Cabot, supra note 1, at 4--5 ("U.S. states and cities face severe budget problems and large capital
costs resulting from deteriorating infrastructures...."); Goodman, supra note 13, at 159 ("Government's promotion
of casino--style ventures in the early 1990s was a quantum escalation in attempting to use gambling for economic
development purposes."); Vallen, supra note 14, at 52 ("Many [states] have turned to gaming legislation as an
answer to their plight. 'Fueled by state governments' appetite for tax revenue ... gambling operations are popping
up....'" (omission in original)); see also Christiansen, supra note 7, at 16 ("Governments do not often find economic
development tools of such proven effectiveness to hand. The pressure to use it is unrelenting, and may overpower
personal dislike of casinos or even public concern about compulsive gambling.").

n193. See Blakey & Kurland, supra note 146, at 927 & n.12.

n194. See Michael deCourcy Hinds, Cash Crises Forces Localities in U.S. to Slash Services, N.Y. Times, June
3, 1991, at A1.

n195. See Vallen, supra note 14, at 52. As a result, to avoid deficit spending during this period, 38 states reduced
their spending. See id.

n196. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 159--61.

n197. See supra notes 4 & 61 and accompanying text.

n198. See supra notes 4 & 61 and accompanying text.

n199. See Worsnop, supra note 13, at 778.

n200. During a Senate hearing on the IGRA bill in 1987, a senator was asked to ensure that the Act would not
authorize tribes to open casinos in states that permitted only charitable Las Vegas nights. The senator replied: "I can
assure you that is my intent as author of the measure." Maura Casey, Indians Bet on Gambling: Tribes Use Federal
Law to Open New Casinos, Christian Sci. Monitor, Aug. 12, 1991, at 19 (internal quotation marks omitted). In this
regard, "sponsors of [IGRA] ... assumed that only in states like Nevada, which already has casinos, would casinos be
allowed to open on tribal land." Id. In 1993, a member of the House of Representatives said: "Current law had been
interpreted to mean that casino gaming can take place on tribal lands in a State that only allows such gaming as part
of charitable Las Vegas nights. That was clearly not the intent of Congress." 139 Cong. Rec. E1367 (daily ed. May
26, 1993) (statement of Rep. Torricelli). In 1998, a Senator expressed the same sentiments: "Congress didn't intend
to permit gaming on Indian lands in contravention of State law." GRIA Hearing, supra note 177, at 83 (statement
of Sen. Harry Reid); see also Rose, supra note 191, at 15 ("Congress never intended for there to be high--stakes
casinos on Indian land simply because a state allows charities to have 'Las Vegas Nights.'... Few [congressmen]
realized that dozens of states allowed low--stakes casinos and other gambling for charities when they voted for the
Act."). In 1993, one of the authors of IGRA said: "I've watched Indian gaming spread haphazardly into more than
two dozen states across the country. This rapid proliferation has left many uncertainties in its trail. Court decisions
have opened holes that violate the intent of the act." Matt Connor, Nevada, N.J. Legislators Sponsor Indian Gaming
Bills, Int'l Gaming & Wagering Bus., July 15--Aug. 14, 1993, at 1, 44 (internal quotation marks omitted).
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n201. See Cabot, supra note 1, at 8.

What many in Congress failed to anticipate was how the courts would interpret the [Indian Gaming Regulatory]
Act. Most believed the Act would allow the tribes to conduct gaming only on the same basis as non--Native
Americans. For example, if commercial blackjack for profit was illegal under state law, then it would be illegal on
the reservation as well...

The court cases have not followed this logic.

Id.

n202. Swanson, supra note 128, at 495 (internal quotation marks omitted).

n203. In 1993, for example, the Oneida Nation in New York invoked its right under IGRA to open the state's
first casino since the 1870s. See Oneida Indians' Casino Permits 18--Year--Olds to Gamble, N.Y. Times, Oct. 10,
1992, at 39. In fact, New York's constitution to this day expressly prohibits general gambling. See New York Task
Force, supra note 48, at 5. Similarly, in 1992, the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe opened Connecticut's first--ever casino
on its reservation in the southeastern part of the state. See infra note 227 and accompanying text.

n204. See Michael Abramowicz & Partha Chattoraj, Developments in Policy: Federal Indian Law: Gambling
in the Wake of Seminole, Yale L. & Pol'y Rev. 353, 357 (1996).

n205. See GRIA Hearing, supra note 177, at 81 (statement of Sen. Harry Reid) ("Many judicial opinions of this
act [are] telling us what we really meant. I believe that in most of their decisions, they did not know what we meant
....").

n206. Abramowicz & Chattoraj, supra note 204, at 357.

n207. SeeMashantucket Pequot Tribe v. Connecticut, 913 F.2d 1024 (2d Cir. 1990);see also Matt Connor,
Foxwoods: How Charity Gaming Paved the Way, Int'l Gaming & Wagering Bus., June 1, 1995, at 17 (reporting
that the Pequot decision "was the first serious challenge to IGRA, ... and it would change the face of gaming in the
United States forever").

n208. See, e.g.,Lac du Flambeau Bank of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. Wisconsin, 770 F. Supp. 480, 488
(W.D. Wis. 1991)(forcing the state to negotiate with the tribe over a Class III gaming compact). But seeRumsey
Indian Rancheria of Wintun Indians v. Wilson, 41 F.3d 421, 428 (9th Cir. 1994)(holding that the state has no duty
to negotiate with the tribes over Class III gaming, except perhaps for some video slot machines); GRIA Hearing,
supra note 177, at 82 (statement of Sen. Harry Reid) ("The Rumsey case accurately reflects the intent of IGRA.
Rumsey held that IGRA does not require a State to negotiate over one form of class III gaming activity simply
because it is legalized in another, albeit a similar form of gaming.").

n209. Horn, supra note 18, at 34. In other words, tribes could conduct profit--generating, high stakes casino
gaming in any state that banned casino gambling for profit but allowed charitable Las Vegas nights. See New York
Task Force, supra note 48, at 5--6; see also Crapped Out, supra note 7, at 3 ("Suddenly, church basement 'Las
Vegas Nights' became full--fledged 24--hour, tribal--run casinos."); Padavan, supra note 191, at 4 ("The [IGRA] law
has been interpreted to mean that if a state allowed, for example, 'Las Vegas Nights,' even if only by charitable
organizations, Indians could not be denied the opportunity to sponsor casino gambling. Indian tribes could offer the
same games as the charities ... , but would not be subject to the restrictions and rules applied to the charities.");
Connor, supra note 207, at 17 ("The Foxwoods Casino resort here, operated by the Mashantucket Pequots, came
into being because Connecticut allowed charity casino nights... Several other states have allowed Indian tribes to
operate casino games on their reservations because the state allowed charity casino nights."); Kirk Johnson, Indians
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in Connecticut Get Casino Gambling, N.Y. Times, Oct. 26, 1990, at B1 ("Two courts have so far agreed that 'Las
Vegas nights,' while authorized for a different purpose, nonetheless open the door for the tribe to do the same thing
on their own terms.").

n210. See Phil Hevener, Indian Gaming Growth Explosive, but Act Under Fire, Int'l Gaming & Wagering Bus.,
Feb. 15--Mar. 14, 1991, at 1, 1.

n211. Cabot, supra note 1, at 9.

n212. See Eklund, supra note 69, at 141--42. For a comprehensive analysis of taxation of Indian gaming, see
Scott A. Taylor, An Introduction and Overview of Taxation and Indian Gaming,29 Ariz. St. L.J. 251 (1997).

n213. See Manson & Zeff, supra note 89, at 37; cf. Ellen Perlman, The Gambling Glut, Governing, May 1996,
at 49, 55 ("To make headway against the Indian gambling halls, the Oregon lottery has campaigned to introduce
video slot machines.").

n214. See Abramowicz & Chattoraj, supra note 204, at 357.

n215. Worsnop, supra note 13, at 774 (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Perlman, supra note 213,
at 52 ("States are finding that each new game impacts existing ones. There's only so much gambling money to go
around.").

n216. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 27; Charles Babington, Casinos Not a Sure Bet, Other States Discover,
Wash. Post, Aug. 6, 1995, at B1; see also New York Task Force, supra note 48, at viii, x ("Where a track does not
have casino--style gambling but there is casino gambling nearby, the track is hurt severely... The experience of other
states suggests that a loss in lottery sales is likely to follow the legalization of casino gambling.");Wilson, supra
note 117, at 381 ("The major reason for most state opposition to tribal gaming is that non--Indian interests perceive
Indians as competing directly for the same revenues generated through state sanctioned gaming activities."); Wolf,
supra note 177, at 55--59 (discussing the direct competition between state--sanctioned gambling ventures and tribal
gaming enterprises); Eklund, supra note 69, at 142 (noting that Indian casinos pose "a competitive threat to existing
state ... gambling operations").

n217. See Babington, supra note 216. In Minnesota, for example, tribal casinos divert consumers from taxable,
non--Indian businesses. See Swanson, supra note 128, at 490.

n218. Manson & Zeff, supra note 89, at 37.

n219. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 59 ("The initiatives for expansion have come from a well--heeled
gambling industry hoping to increase profits ...."); Kindt, supra note 24, at 889--90, 892--93 (discussing some of the
promises about future benefits that gambling interests typically make when seeking to introduce gambling into new
jurisdictions).

n220. Horn, supra note 18, at 34; see also Swanson, supra note 128, at 490 (noting this trend in Minnesota and
Connecticut).

n221. See Cabot, supra note 1, at 5 (noting that the pressure to legalize casinos to compete with Native American
casinos "is acute in those states where the reservations have casinos, but the rest of the state does not").

n222. Swanson, supra note 128, at 490 (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Remarks at a Town Meeting
in San Diego, 1 Pub. Papers 680, 689 (May 17, 1993) (William J. Clinton) ("Essentially, if they so choose, ... any
Indian land could become Las Vegas ... So the Governors are all real nervous about that, partly because they think
that they'll have to turn their States into Nevada because the pressure to give the gambling rights to everybody else
will get so great ...."); Push on for Gaming Legislation, Casino J. Nat'l Gaming Summary, June 19, 1995, at 6, 7
(noting that the author of the New York commercial casino--enabling bill argued that "we have Indian casinos in
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our backyard ... and thousands of people are leaving the state on a daily basis to spend their money in other states"
(internal quotation marks omitted)).

n223. Some lawmakers and newspapers anticipated this fallout. See, e.g., Editorial, supra note 28 ("One [tribal]
casino would invite more, and the state would sink deeper into gambling."); Kirk Johnson, Weicker, To Block Indian
Casino, Seeks Repeal of Charity Gambling, N.Y. Times, May 1, 1991, at A1 (reporting that Connecticut's governor
feared that the opening of the Foxwoods tribal casino would pressure the state to legalize commercial casinos).

n224. See Oneida Indians' Casino Permits 18--Year--Olds to Gamble, supra note 203.

n225. See Gaming U.S.A. '95 at 382 (Harvey Wittemore & Morgan Baumgartner eds., 1995) (noting that both
houses have approved constitutional amendments to legalize commercial casino gambling in 1970, 1980, and
1994). To legalize commercial casino gambling in New York, both houses of two consecutively elected sessions of
the state legislature must pass identical concurrent constitutional amendments, which the voters must then approve
in a general referendum. See New York Task Force, supra note 48, at 2.

n226. James Dao, Legalizing of Casinos Gains in Albany, N.Y. Times, Feb. 7, 1994, at B5 (internal quotation
marks omitted); see also Senate Finance Subcommittee on Racing, Gaming and Wagering, State of New York,
Staff Report on Casino Gaming Legalization 112 (1994) ("Growth and introduction of casinos surround our State
and are occurring on our State Indian lands... The passage of this measure in 1994 leaves open a door to a new
type of economic development and competition."); Pataki Calls Casinos 'Inevitable,' Casino J. Nat'l Gaming
Summary, Sept. 1995, at 10 (reporting that New York's governor, calling casino gambling "inevitable," advocated
off--reservation casino gambling to compete with tribal gaming); Gaming Hearings Commence, Casino J. Nat'l
Gaming Summary, May 2, 1994, at 6 ("Whether you like it or not, casino gambling is here. Isn't it time for New
York taxpayers to get a piece of the action?" (quoting a New York state senator)).

n227. See Kirk Johnson, Pequot Casino Faces Challenges of Success, N.Y. Times, May 3, 1992, at 46; George
Judson, Not a Grandma Moses Picture: Poker in the Woods, N.Y. Times, Feb. 16, 1992, at A36.

n228. See Kirk Johnson, Hartford Senate Passes Bill To Legalize Slot Machines, N.Y. Times, Apr. 30, 1992, at
B8.

n229. See id. In November 1992, Mirage Resorts proposed a full--service commercial casino in Bridgeport,
Connecticut. See George Judson, Mirage Resorts Offers Plan for Gambling on the Bridgeport Waterfront, N.Y.
Times, Nov. 13, 1992, at B4.

n230. See Kirk Johnson, Casino Bill Allowed To Die in Connecticut, N.Y. Times, May 22, 1993, at 21.

n231. See Jonathan Rabinovitz, For Pequots' Point Man, No Task Is Too Small, N.Y. Times, Nov. 17, 1995, at
B1. Under the agreement between the Tribe and the state, if the state allowed slot machines elsewhere, then the
Pequots immediately would terminate their payments. See A Bird in the Hand, or a Casino in Bridgeport?, Casino
J. Nat'l Gaming Summary, Jan. 23, 1995, at 2, 3.

n232. See Johnson, supra note 230.

n233. Abramowicz & Chattoraj, supra note 204, at 357--58.

n234. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 5--6. State legislators began to ask, "why should we allow our residents to
spend large sums of money in other states instead of our own?" Lincoln H. Marshall & Denis P. Rudd, Introduction
to Casino & Gaming Operations 133 (1996) (internal quotation marks omitted).

n235. See John L. Mikesell & C. Kurt Zorn, State Lotteries as Fiscal Savior or Fiscal Fraud: A Look at the
Evidence, 46 Pub. Admin. Rev. 311, 311 (1986) ("Some states implemented lotteries because of the revenue they
feared lost to their lottery neighbors...."). Two years after New Hampshire started the first state--run lottery of this
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century, see supra note 51 and accompanying text, neighboring New York introduced its own lottery, see New York
Task Force, supra note 48, at 5, which New Jersey quickly followed, see Rose, supra note 22, at 68. By 1982,
although every state in the northeast had introduced a lottery, Arizona was the only state west of the Mississippi
River that had done so. See Joseph P. Shapiro, America's Gambling Fever, U.S. News & World Rep., Jan. 15, 1996,
at 52, 57. By the mid 1980s, however, lotteries had begun to spread from coast to coast. See Andrew H. Malcolm,
Legal Gambling Grows to $24 Billion Annually, N.Y. Times, May 3, 1984, at A16 ("Another two dozen states,
watching their residents spend millions on lotteries enriching the coffers of neighboring states, are considering
establishing or expanding legalized gambling in some form."). Today, 37 states and the District of Columbia operate
lotteries. See McQueen, supra note 1, at 21.

n236. Manson & Zeff, supra note 89, at 84; see also New York Task Force, supra note 48, at ii ("New
Yorkers spent approximately $2.35 billion last year on casino gambling and related expenses in three out--of--
state destinations: Atlantic City; Las Vegas; and [the Mashantucket Pequots'] Foxwoods, Connecticut. Legalized
casino gambling in New York could capture a substantial proportion of these dollars now expended elsewhere.");
David Firestone, Giuliani Says City Must Plan for Gambling, N.Y. Times, Dec. 6, 1997, at A1 (reporting that
New York City's mayor supports the legalization of commercial casino gambling within city limits because, in the
mayor's words, "We're going to have gambling in New York City anyway ...." (internal quotation marks omitted));
Governor Announces Opposition to Gaming Referendum Bill, Casino J. Nat'l Gaming Summary, May 1, 1995, at 2
(noting that pari--mutuel operators in Alabama wanted commercial casino gambling because of fear of competition
from Mississippi casinos and anticipated competition from two forthcoming Indian casinos). This phenomenon is
hardly new. In 1973, when legal casino gambling remained available only in Nevada, a report that New York had
commissioned had warned that

important sections of the State's economy have been damaged, often severely, by the lure of legal gambling in
Nevada, Puerto Rico and the Caribbean Islands. More recently, moves toward legalization of additional forms
of gambling in New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and other nearby states have raised the
possibility of extensive additional damage.

Joseph J. Weiser, Report on "Recommendations to Extend Legalized Gambling" 3 (1973).

n237. See Push on For Gaming Legislation, supra note 222, at 7 (noting that a state senator who supported
commercial casino gambling argued that "thousands of people are leaving the state on a daily basis to spend their
money in [casinos in] other states" (internal quotation marks omitted)). For example, casinos in Mississippi draw an
estimated 64% of their customers from other states. See University Assocs., Michigan Indian Gaming Enterprises:
Economic Impact of Michigan's Indian Gaming Enterprises 21--23 tbls.13, 14 (University Associates eds., 1994)
(noting that Indian casinos in Michigan drew over 44% of their customers from 50--plus miles away, and an average
of 18% from other states, with at least one such casino drawing 49% of its customers from other states); Jimmy
Heidel, Casino Gaming and Mississippi's Economic Development, 64 Miss. L.J. at iii (Winter 1995) (introducing a
law journal symposium on gambling in Mississippi); cf.State of New York, supranote 25, at 6 ("One of the major
reasons for introducing casino gambling into New York State is the potential positive impact it would have on the
tourist and related industries of the state.").

n238. See infra notes 240--45 and accompanying text.

n239. See Rychlak, supra note 25, at 326 ("If neighboring states have gambling, and people cross state
boundaries to place their bets, the state without gambling may suffer the adverse consequences that are caused
by gambling, without receiving the benefit of increased revenue."); see also Gambling: Testimony Before the
Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs, 104th Cong. (1995), available in1995 WL 11869201(statement of
Tom Grey, Executive Director, National Coalition Against Legalized Gambling) [hereinafter Grey] ("Gambling
States intentionally locate casinos along their borders with non--gambling States. By doing so, they export social
problems, especially pathological gambling, to non--gambling States."); Earl L. Grinols, Gambling as Economic
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Policy: Enumerating Why Losses Exceed Gains, Il. Bus. Rev., Spring 1995, at 6, 11 (stating that "casinos shrink
the economies of neighboring areas while sending many of the social costs home with the problem gamblers"). For
example, 82% of the visitors at Casino Windsor in Ontario, Canada are Americans who return to the United States
not only with less money to spend on taxable goods and services, but also with their gambling--related problems
that could lead to more crime, alcohol abuse, and related expenses. See James T. Madore, Windsor's Lesson: An
Ontario City on U.S. Border Hits the Jackpot, Buffalo News, Dec. 31, 1995, at A1; infra section III.C.

n240. See Rychlak, supra note 25, at 326 ("Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, and Tennessee are all
feeling pressure from the Mississippi casinos."); Cooper, supra note 8, at 15 (reporting that competition drove the
diffusion of casino gambling throughout the Mississippi River Valley); Jeffrey Klein, Bad Odds, Mother Jones,
July--Aug. 1997, at 3, 3 ("Gambling companies started lobbying nearby states to legalize gambling, arguing that
new casinos were the only way to stop casino cash from flowing into [other states].").

n241. See Detroit Mayor Warms to Casinos, Casino J. Nat'l Gaming Summary, Aug. 29, 1994, at 5.

n242. See Detroit Voters Approve Casino Gaming, Casino J. Nat'l Gaming Summary, Aug. 8, 1994, at 1.

n243. See id.

n244. See Valarie Basheda, Archer Gives Engler Big Picture on What Gambling Would Mean for Detroit,
Detroit News, May 31, 1995, at 2D; Detroit Mayor Archer Now Favors Casinos, Casino J. Nat'l Gaming Summary,
Dec. 12, 1994, at 3.

n245. See Evelyn Nieves, Casino Envy Gnaws at Falls on U.S. Side, N.Y. Times, Dec. 15, 1996, at 49; George
Weeks, Ex--Mayor Young Revels in Casino Gambling Approval, Detroit News, Nov. 7, 1996, at 7A.

n246. See Harden & Swardson, supra note 13 ("Fierce competition along the Mississippi has spilled over into
states that had no casinos.").

n247. See McQueen, supra note 1, at 21. By 1995, Mississippi had become the nation's third--largest casino
jurisdiction, behind Nevada and New Jersey. See Rychlak, supra note 25, at 291.

n248. Cooper, supra note 8, at 15 (describing the spread of gambling that followed Iowa's legalization).

n249. Compare McQueen, supra note 63, at 36 fig. (reporting casino gambling in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Missouri), with David Migoya & Terri La Fleur, Gaming--at--a--Glance, Gaming &
Wagering Bus., July 15, 1989, at 30 fig. (reporting casino gambling in Iowa). In 1991, one leading gambling analyst
accurately predicted that "low--stakes and riverboat casinos will spread like ripples in a pool throughout the middle
of the nation." Rose, supra note 22, at 68.

n250. Patrons could bet a maximum of five dollars per hand and could lose no more than $200 per visit. See
Cabot, supra note 1, at 2.

n251. See Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 130; Paul Doocey, Not So Fast for Riverboat Growth, Gaming &
Wagering Bus., Nov. 5, 1994, at 38, 38; see also Rick Pearson, Riverboat Gambling Supporters Alter Bill, Prepare
New Push, Chi. Trib., Jan. 5, 1990, at 4 (describing the debate over riverboat gambling in Illinois).

n252. Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 130.

n253. Cooper, supra note 8, at 15; see also Harden & Swardson, supra note 13 ("'If Iowa hadn't done it, perhaps
we wouldn't have done it,' said Jim Edgar, the ... governor of Illinois. 'If we hadn't done it, perhaps those other states
wouldn't have done it.'").

n254. See Doocey, supra note 251, at 38.
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n255. See Cabot, supra note 1, at 2; Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 131 ("One of the main differences
in the legislation was that there was no maximum loss per cruise."). Casino approval in Mississippi is especially
significant because Mississippi went from "a rigid anti--gambling policy" to becoming the nation's third--largest
casino state. The Law of Gambling, supra note 41, at 275 (describing the growth of antigambling policies in
southern states after the Civil War); see Rose, supra note 191, at 7 (discussing the role that competition among the
states for revenue played in Mississippi's legalization of gambling).

n256. See Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 131 ("Illinois also levies a twenty percent tax on the gross
gaming receipt.").

n257. See Cabot, supra note 1, at 2; Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 132.

n258. See Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 132.

n259. See id. at 133.

n260. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 5--6; Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 130.

n261. See Goodman, supra note 13, at xiii.

n262. Id.

n263. See Crapped Out, supra note 7, at 9; see also Rose, supra note 22, at 72--78 (reviewing the rise and fall of
the nation's two previous waves of gambling). One gambling analyst predicts that scandal and corruption also will
lead to the downfall of the current wave of legal gambling: "The 1990s and the first decade of the 21st century will
be the final boom. By 2029, it will all be outlawed, again, for a while." Id. at 83.

n264. In 1991, one gambling analyst warned that

like a prophecy fulfilled, it looks like we are doomed to repeat our history, having failed to learn the lessons of the
past. Twice before in American history players could make legal bets in almost every state, but these waves of legal
gambling came crashing down in scandal and ruin.

Rose, supra note 22, at 71.

n265. Goodman, supra note 13, at 14.

n266. Long et al., supra note 1, at ix.

n267. See Shapiro, supra note 235, at 56 (noting that "crime skyrocketed").

n268. Rose, supra note 41, at 99; see also Crapped Out, supra note 7, at 27 ("Las Vegas being one notable
exception, casinos rarely do much good for the communities that host them."); William N. Thompson & Robert
Schmidt, Hey, Feds: Don't Botch the Workforce Miracle -- Vegas, 2 Gaming L. Rev. 5, 5 (1998) ("The city of sin
has become the embodiment of the 'American Dream ....' Thirty million visitors will come to Las Vegas this year,
and next year there will be even more visitors ... The M.G.M. -- the largest Hotel [sic] in the world -- turns away
requests for 650 rooms each weekend.").

n269. See Kurt Andersen, Las Vegas, U.S.A., Time, Jan. 10, 1994, at 42, 45 (noting that half of Nevada's public
funds come from consumption taxes that out--of--staters mainly pay).
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n270. See Voters Turn Thumbs Down on Gaming, Int'l Gaming & Wagering Bus., Dec. 1995, at 20 (citing
election results).

n271. See supra note 1 and accompanying text.

n272. See Long et al., supra note 1, at xi.

n273. Rychlak, supra note 25, at 293 (internal quotation marks omitted).

n274. See, e.g., Padavan, supra note 191, at 9 ("The casino interests will promise much more than they
can ever deliver."); American Gaming Association, Gaming Industry Myths & Facts (visited Jan. 10, 1999)
<www.americangaming.org/media/myths facts/index.html> (discussing some positive aspects of legal gambling).

n275. See Goodman, supra note 13, at xiii.

n276. See Long et al., supra note 1, at 9--10; Rychlak, supra note 25, at 361.

n277. See Marshall & Rudd, supra note 234, at 90--91.

n278. For example, three years after Tunica, Mississippi legalized casinos, the county's annual budget increased
from $3 million to $25 million. See Stephanie Saul, Gambling: The New National Pastime: Rural Renewal,
Newsday, Dec. 10, 1995, at A7.

n279. See Rychlak, supra note 25, at 292.

n280. See id.

n281. See Rogers, supra note 13, at 70.

n282. Kindt, supra note 24, at 894.

n283. See Padavan, supra note 191, at ii (noting that gambling would force governments to increase spending);
Rogers, supra note 13, at 77; Shapiro, supra note 235, at 55; see also Long et al., supra note 1, at 10 (citing
South Dakota's need for additional police officers, prosecutors, court personnel, and social services following its
introduction of casino gambling).

n284. See Cooper, supra note 8, at 16--18.

n285. See id.

n286. See Kirk Johnson, Gambling Industry Scoffs at Mayor's Plan for Governors Island, N.Y. Times, Jan. 7,
1998, at B6.

n287. Goodman, supra note 13, at 34 (citing Philip Longman, Casino Fever -- Part I, Fla. Trend, May 1994, at
30 (internal quotation marks omitted)).

n288. Id. at 26--27.

n289. See id. at 26--31 (explaining that casinos hurt the economy by diverting money from local businesses).

n290. See Padavan, supra note 191, at ii.

n291. Id.
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n292. See Long et al., supra note 1, at 11, 12 (noting that in the casino towns of South Dakota and Colorado,
many retail businesses either have closed or now offer gambling to compete with the casinos).

n293. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 26--27.

n294. Worsnop, supra note 13, at 774 (quoting Bernard P. Horn, National Coalition Against Legalized Gambling
(internal quotation marks omitted)).

n295. Long et al., supra note 1, at xiii.

n296. See id. at x.

n297. Grinols, supra note 239, at 7.

n298. Internet Gambling Prohibition Act: Hearings on H.R. 2380 Before the House Subcomm. on Crime, 105th
Cong. (1998), available in1998 WL 8991668[hereinafter Internet Gambling Act Hearings] (statement of Bernard
P. Horn, Director of Political Affairs, National Coalition Against Gambling Expansion).

n299. See New York Task Force, supra note 48, at xiii.

n300. See Shapiro, supra note 235, at 58 fig. (comparing 1092 incidents with 593 incidents per 10,000 people).

n301. See id. at 60.

n302. See id.

n303. See Rychlak, supra note 25, at 346--47.

n304. See National Coalition Against Legalized Gambling, Crime Sheet (1998) [hereinafter Crime Sheet].

n305. See New York Task Force, supra note 48, at xiii. This result is hardly surprising, given what happened
in Atlantic City: in the seven year period following the introduction of casino gambling, all categories of crime
increased, especially violent crimes and auto thefts. See Simon Hakim & Andrew J. Buck, Do Casinos Enhance
Crime?, 17 J. Crim. Just. 409, 414 (1989). Since 1978, moreover, the city's crime rate has exceeded New Jersey's
overall rate. See Padavan, supra note 191, at 19. Once the city with the fiftieth most crimes per capita in the nation,
Atlantic City is now the city with the most crime per capita in the entire United States. See id.

n306. See Saul, supra note 278.

n307. See Crime Sheet, supra note 304, at 2 (citing Gulfport's police chief).

n308. See id.

n309. See New York Task Force, supra note 48, at xiii; Rychlak, supra note 25, at 346; Crime Sheet, supra note
304, at 2 ("The conclusion appears inescapable that casino gambling is a magnet for street criminals." (quoting
New Jersey Casino Control Comm'n Report (1989) (internal quotation marks omitted))).

n310. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 47. Even the casino industry itself has acknowledged the dangers of
compulsive gambling and addition. See Casinos Sponsor Gambling Conference, AP, Feb. 5, 1999, available in
LEXIS ("'We were not going to make the mistake the tobacco industry made in denying' the problem of addiction."
(quoting Frank J. Fahrenkopf, Jr., president of the American Gaming Association)).

n311. See Horn, supra note 18, at 35 (noting an increase in problem gamblers from 1.7% to 5.4% of Iowa's
adult population).
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n312. See id.

n313. See Crapped Out, supra note 7, at 6--7; Goodman, supra note 13, at xiii.

n314. See Goodman, supra note 13, at 51.

n315. See id. at 51--52.

n316. See supra note 254 and accompanying text.

n317. Shapiro, supra note 235, at 59; see also Horn, supra note 18, at 35 (noting that casino gambling in the
Mississippi Gulf Coast region has expanded simultaneously with a 69% increase in domestic violence).

n318. Goodman, supra note 13, at xiv.

n319. Padavan, supra note 191, at 13 (internal quotation marks omitted and typeface altered).

n320. Id. at 12.

n321. See Long et al., supra note 1, at 13--14 (discussing the trend that gambling alters patterns of tourism).
Incidentally, "visitors to Las Vegas also kill themselves at a higher rate" than visitors to any other U.S. city. Study:
Suicide Rate Higher in 3 Gambling Cities, AP, Dec. 16, 1997, available in Westlaw.

n322. See id. at x, 12.

n323. See Brett Pulley, In Gulf Casinos' Wake, a Pawnshop Boom, N.Y. Times, Dec. 13, 1997, at A1 (describing
the growth of pawnbrokers near casinos in Gulfport, Mississippi). The addictive force of casino gambling is so
great that some cash--strapped gamblers who have exhausted their daily cash--advance limits actually use their credit
cards to purchase big--ticket items from stores near casinos and immediately pawn their new purchases at one--third
the sales price to obtain cold cash that they can wager at the craps table. See id.

n324. See Christiansen, supra note 7, at 42 ("Charitable gaming is being impacted by the widespread availability
of close--substitute casino games offered at much lower consumer prices."); see also Gaming Activities on Indian
Reservations and Lands: Hearing on S. 555 and S. 1303 Before the Senate Select Comm. on Indian Affairs, 100th
Cong. 187 (1987) [hereinafter Reservation Hearing] ("The 32 States that have Indian lands within their borders can
anticipate severe negative impacts on legal gambling revenues as a result of reservation gaming... Revenues from
charitable games other than bingo ('Las Vegas Nights,' pull--tabs, etc.) would decline by $27 million ...."); Padavan,
supra note 191, at 8 ("The effect of casino gambling on charitable gambling, particularly church bingo, has been
severe."). But see New York Task Force, supra note 48, at 123 ("As evidenced by the interviews of the various town
and municipal clerks who license [charitable] gambling activities in the vicinity of the [Oneida Nation's] Turning
Stone, the presence of the ... Casino has had no appreciable effect on the fund--raising abilities of their licensed
organizations.").

n325. See Christiansen, supra note 7, at 31 chart 10, 53 chart 21 (reporting revenue of $952.2 million from
charitable bingo and $1475.3 million from nonbingo charitable gambling). The amount of money that some
charitable gambling operations collect truly is astonishing; for example, the largest nonprofit bingo operation in
New York generates several million dollars annually. See Frank Brieaddy, Technicality Defeats Limits on Bingo
Hall, Syracuse Post--Standard, Feb. 6, 1999, at 1B.

n326. See Greg Gattuso, What's Ahead for Charity Gambling?, Fund Raising Mgm't, Sept. 1993, at 19, 21
("Many Las Vegas night 'customers' are taking their money to a slew of new casinos opening up on Native American
reservations.").

n327. See id. at 42.
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n328. See Christiansen, supra note 7, at 28, 42 ("The slowdown in charitable (non--reservation) bingo that
began in 1994 is becoming a long term trend... After years of moderate but consistent growth non--bingo charitable
gaming ground to a halt in 1996.").

n329. See id. at 42.

n330. Id.

n331. See supra Part III.

n332. See McQueen, supra note 1, at 21.

n333. See id. at 20 ("The days of unabated expansion into new jurisdictions seem to be over, as legislators are
reluctant to approve new gambling bills.").

n334. Grinols, supra note 23.

n335. See infra note 377.

n336. See, e.g., GRIA Hearing, supra note 177, at 81 (statement of Sen. Harry Reid). ("One thing that all of
us agree is that the current situation with regard to Indian gaming is a mess. It's not working for the Indians, not
working for the States, for the attorneys general, for the Governors, for the Interior Department and the Justice
Department.").

n337. See, e.g.,Pueblo of Santa Ana v. Kelly, 104 F.3d 1546(10th Cir.) (determining whether state officials and
bodies can bind their state by entering tribal--state gaming compacts), cert. denied,118 S. Ct. 45 (1997); Rumsey
Indian Rancheria of Wintun Indians v. Wilson, 41 F.3d 421 (9th Cir. 1994)(assessing the scope of Class III gaming
under IGRA);Ponca Tribe v. Oklahoma, 37 F.3d 1422 (10th Cir. 1994)(reviewing the standard by which federal
courts should measure a state's alleged good faith), vacated,517 U.S. 1129 (1996); Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
v. South Dakota, 3 F.3d 273 (8th Cir. 1993)(deciding whether the Tenth Amendment precludes Congress from
compelling states to negotiate in good faith with Indian tribes seeking to enter Class III compacts);Mashantucket
Pequot Tribe v. Connecticut, 913 F.2d 1024 (2d Cir. 1990)(assessing the scope of Class III gaming under IGRA).

n338. See Wolf, supra note 177, at 52--53; Eklund, supra note 69, at 142--43.

n339. SeeSeminole Tribe v. Florida, 801 F. Supp. 655, 656 (S.D. Fla. 1992),rev'd,11 F.3d 1016 (11th Cir.
1994),aff'd, 517 U.S. 44 (1996).

n340. See id.

n341. See id.

n342. See, e.g., Marc S. Feinstein, Note, Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe v. South Dakota, Indian Gaming, and the
State's Eleventh Amendment Immunity: Where Will the Conflict in the Circuits Fuse?,39 S.D. L. Rev. 604 (1994)
(discussing the validity of the Eleventh Amendment defense); T. Barton French, Jr., Note, The Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act and the Eleventh Amendment: States Assert Sovereign Immunity Defense to Slow the Growth of
Indian Gaming,71 Wash. U. L.Q. 735 (1993)(arguing that the Eleventh Amendment does not preclude IGRA--based
tribal suits against uncooperative states); Joseph J. Weissman, Note, Upping the Ante: Allowing Indian Tribes to
Sue States in Federal Court Under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act,62 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 123, 125 (1993)
(asserting "that Congress abrogated the Eleventh Amendment's bar to suits against the states in enacting IGRA").

n343.517 U.S. 44 (1996).

n344. Seeid. at 76.
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n345. See id.

n346. See Philip W. Berezniak, Recent Decision,35 Duq. L. Rev. 741, 757 (1997).

n347. See id. at 23; Sweeney, supra note 161, at 44 ("[Seminole Tribe] opened the door for states simply to
refuse to discuss Indian gaming, whether or not the refusal was in bad faith."); see also Christiansen, supra note 7, at
46 ("Seminole v. State of Florida, it seems, settled nothing. Litigation brought by tribes against States, or by States
against tribes, or by people unhappy with the practical consequences of the intrusion of Indian gambling into their
communities continues to work its way through courts all over the country." (footnote omitted)). The Department
of the Interior expressed uncertainty about its authority to impose conditions for tribal gaming in the absence of a
tribal--state compact. Just two months after the Court announced Seminole Tribe, the Department solicited public
input regarding its authority under IGRA "to promulgate 'procedures' to authorize Class III gaming on Indian lands
when a State raises an Eleventh Amendment defense to an action brought" by a tribe seeking to negotiate a Class
III compact. Request for Comments,61 Fed. Reg. 21,394, 21, 394 (1996).The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs
moved equally quickly to assess the impact of the decision on tribal gaming. See Seminole Tribe Hearing, supra
note 34.

n348. Abramowicz & Chattoraj, supra note 204, at 354.

n349. Pat Smith, Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida: A Victory for States' Rights, Mont. Law., July--Aug.
1996, at 21, 21.

n350. SeeSeminole Tribe, 517 U.S. at 76 n.18("We do not here consider, and express no opinion upon, that
portion of the decision below that provides a substitute remedy for a tribe bringing suit.").
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